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Abstract
Los dispositivos médicos implantables se utilizan en el tratamiento de un
número cada vez mayor de patologías. La microelectrónica es una
herramienta esencial en el desarrollo de estos dispositivos. Un aspecto
importante del diseño es la detección de señales biológicas; amplificar estas
señales de muy baja amplitud es un desafío considerable. Para no degradar
la relación señal a ruido, con un mínimo consumo de energía y así aumentar
la vida útil del implante, el diseñador se ve en la necesidad de recurrir a
técnicas especiales de circuito y compromisos de diseño no siempre fáciles de
resolver.
En este trabajo se investigó la utilidad de amplificadores chopeados Gm-C en
diferentes aplicaciones médicas, como forma de reducir ruido de flicker y
offset verificando restricciones de micro consumo. Hasta donde sabemos esta
clase de amplificadores han sido propuestos pero poco utilizados. La clave de
la arquitectura es la simplicidad, lo que permite por un lado una exploración
rápida del espacio de diseño, y por otro un resultado eficiente en cuanto a
área y consumo de energía.
Se diseñó, fabricó y midió un pre-amplificador para electroneurogramas
(ENG) en tecnología de 1.5 µm obteniendo resultados muy similares a
trabajos previamente publicados. El mismo, tiene un ruido referido a la
entrada de 1.2 nV Hz , consumo de 28 mW, y un offset de 2.5 µV.
Posteriormente se diseñó y fabricó un segundo amplificador, éste para
electroencefalogramas (EEG) en una tecnología de 0.35 µm. Simulaciones de
dicho amplificador muestran un ruido a la entrada de 100 nV Hz y un
consumo de 1.2 µW.
Siendo los amplificadores chopeados Gm-C sistemas no invariantes en el
tiempo, se debió extender un análisis general del funcionamiento de filtros
de tiempo continuo conmutados (SCTF) para realizar un análisis en detalle de
las contribuciones de ruido.
Durante el trabajo además se desarrolló un modelo basado en simulaciones
para el ruido de flicker en los transistores MOS conmutados, que propone
una explicación a las mediciones reportadas en particular a muy baja
frecuencia.
Los resultados, tanto simulados como medidos, muestran que los
amplificadores chopeados tipo Gm-C son una alternativa válida para
amplificar en forma eficiente, señales biológicas dentro de dispositivos
médicos implantables o portátiles.
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Abstract
Implantable medical devices are being used in the treatment of a growing
number of pathologies. Microelectronics is an essential tool for the
development of these devices and new applications. An important aspect of
the design is the sensing of biological signals; amplifying such low voltages is
very challenging. To maintain a reasonable signal to noise ratio while
minimizing energy consumption to maximize the useful life of the implant,
the designer needs to use special circuit techniques and make difficult design
compromises.
In this work, the applicability of Gm-C chopper amplifiers for different medical
applications was studied, as a way to reduce flicker offset with microconsumption restrictions. To the best of our knowledge this kind of amplifier
has been proposed but very little used. The key to this architecture is its
simplicity, which allows for a quick exploration of the design space and
results in an efficient design regarding area and power consumption.
A pre-amplifier for electroneurograms (ENG) was designed, fabricated and
measured in 1.5 µm technology. Measurements show an input referred noise
of 1.2 nV Hz , consumption of 28 mW and 2.5 µV of offset, which is very
similar to previously reported work.
Afterwards, a second amplifier was designed and fabricated in 0.35 µm
technology, this time for electroencephalograms (EEG). Simulated results
shows input referred noise of 100 nV Hz with 1.2 µW of power
consumption.
As Gm-C chopper amplifiers are not time invariant systems, a general
analysis of switched continuous time filters (SCTF) was extended to allow for
noise contributions calculations.
A simulation-based model for flicker noise in switched biased transistors was
developed, which explains all reported measurement particularly in very low
frequencies.
Simulated and measured results show that Gm-C chopper amplifiers are a
possible solution for efficiently amplifying biological signals, in both
implantable and portable medical devices.
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1 Introduction
The modern trends in electronics require ever more portable devices, where
it is mandatory to minimize energy consumption to extend battery life. This
group of applications includes not only cell phones & mp3 players, among
others, but also implantable medical devices, which microelectronics
technology is steadily contributing to develop. Low power consumption is
crucial in this case and batteries need to last ideally for years, because their
replacement requires a surgical -though simple- procedure. For example in
the case of pacemakers a device lifetime of 5 to 10 years is expected. For
novel implantable applications demanding more power consumption,
contactless battery chargers are being employed, however the time between
charges has to be reduced as much as possible for a practical use. On the
other hand, circuits must be extremely reliable since they may be life
supporting devices for the patient.
Nowadays modern implantable medical devices are complex electronic
circuits performing several sensing, control, and stimulation tasks to reestablish different body functions for the patient. The realization of these
complex but reliable circuits, which are restricted to a few mili or microAmperes of current consumption, is a major quest for researchers and
companies that are developing the next generation of medical devices.

1.1

Background, motivations and goals.

The Microelectronics Laboratory (ML) at the Electrical Engineering
Department (http://die.ucu.edu.uy) - Universidad Católica del Uruguay
(UCU) is dedicated to the research and development of application specific
integrated circuits (ASICs), with emphasis on analog and mixed mode "full
custom" design in CMOS technology. Low voltage and micropower
applications for implantable medical devices are a main research area. In
recent years the ML has designed and fabricated four ASICs, containing
different research & development circuits aimed to be part of implantable
medical devices. The circuits were fabricated in 0.35µm, 0.35µm-HV and
1.5µm CMOS technologies, and include ultra low-noise amplifiers, Gm-C
filters, voltage multipliers, and several test structures for transistor
modelling.
A major challenge in implantable medical devices is the design of efficient
low-noise circuits because of the very low amplitude signals that are
frequently involved. For example cardiac pacemakers sense cardiac activity
signals from tens µVolts to few mVolts [1], microphone signals in hearing
aids are a few µVolts amplitude, nerve signals registered with cuff electrodes
range from 1µVolt or less to 1mV [2][3], and a typical adult human EEG
signal is about 10-100 µV in amplitude when measured from the scalp and
7
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about 10-20 mV when measured from subdural electrodes [4]. It is a well
known fact that in the frequency range of biological signals, apart from
coupling noise, the only noise sources in CMOS circuits are flicker, and
thermal noise. Thermal noise reduction requires a careful design but also an
adequate current consumption budget [3][5]. To reduce flicker noise
however, either large area transistors [3][5] or the use of special circuit
techniques like autozero or chopping [6] are necessary. An ‘efficient lownoise circuit’ means that it is capable of amplifying signals with the least
input referred noise at a given power consumption; the occupied circuit area
may also be an important constrain.
The ML group has developed expertise in MOSFET noise modelling [5], low
noise design methodology, and the design of low-noise amplifiers for
implantable applications [7][8]. For example, in parallel with the work
described here, a continuous time amplifier for an electroneurograph was
developed [8][9]. This circuit combines low voltage design techniques with
an efficient DC-DC downconverter (factor 3:1), to drain from the supply
battery one third of the current, while the input referred thermal noise
remains the same. The ML group also has experience with micro and nano
power Gm-C filters [7][8][10].
To reduce flicker noise contribution below the thermal noise’s, in [3][8]
extremely large area transistors were used. Because these enormous
transistors are employed only to reduce flicker noise, the chopper technique
may be applicable in this case to reduce silicon area. The chopped Gm-C in
[11] was in the beginning an attempt to push input referred offset of a Gm-C
integrator well below 1mV, as it was necessary to improve the sensitivity of
the sensor detection scheme in [7]. Although the time of the pioneers in
integrated circuit design is long past and the introduction of a truly new
circuit technique is rare nowadays, there are still some under-explored issues
concerning the design of efficient low noise amplifiers. An example is the
design of micropower chopper amplifiers suitable for implantable medical
devices. The topic has academic and industrial interest; for example a team
from Medtronics (www.medronics.com) has presented in 2007, a fully
integrated micropower chopper amplifier [12] and also in 2008 [61], showing
a significant improvement over previous micropower chopper amplifiers (see
Chapter 5). For the ENG case, the chopper approach was also used in
[13][14], however the results -as depicted in the comparative table in [15]do not show a remarkable reduction in the occupied area or circuit
performance in comparison to the non-chopped versions in [3][8]. The
reason may be the use of complex chopper topologies, developed to
minimize residual offset (see [16][17] for example) which are not strictly
necessary in this specific case.
In [11], a Gm-C chopper amplifier is proposed as an alternative for
implantable electronics. The key aspect of the circuit is its simplicity,
enabling minimum power consumption and gate area. The circuit avoids any
complex filtering inside the chopper. However in [11] only a proof of concept
8
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is presented using discrete components. To demonstrate the applicability of
the Gm-C choppers to medical devices, it was still necessary to design circuits
using this technique for known applications like EEG or ENG, where low noise
at minimum power consumption is mandatory, and compare the results with
reported values. The main goal of this thesis work was from the beginning to
develop efficient low noise amplifiers with implantable medical devices’
specifications, using the Gm-C chopper architecture presented in [11].
The idea was not only to design the circuits, but also to develop a design
methodology, and to study in detail noise mechanism in switched Gm-C
filters. Additionally, an extension of the flicker noise model in [18] for the
case of switched MOS transistors was conducted. Although not being used in
Gm-C chopper noise calculations of Chapter 4, the developed flicker noise
model was judged interesting enough for inclusion in this thesis. Thus the
initial objective of including in this work a study in detail at transistor level,
at circuit level and at application level, was finally preserved.

1.2

Microelectronic medical implants

An electronic medical implant is defined as any type of medical device that
incorporates electronic components and is incorporated inside the body to
achieve a physiological response. The first microelectronic medical implant
was a heart pacemaker, which became a common medical implant in the
1970s. But many other implants are now in use, like neurostimulators and
implantable drug infusion pumps.
In recent years the use of implantable medical devices has increased, and it
is expected to continue rising [19]. Not only has there been an increase in
the use of existing medical devices, but also new devices, like vision
enhancers, are expected to be developed in a nearby future.
Medical devices used for treatment of different diseases, have different
requirements and specifications, nonetheless there are several characteristics
that are shared by most of them.
1. Low power consumption. Changing or charging batteries can be
inconvenient, difficult, costly and even risky for the patient; all
implantable medical devices need to consume as little energy as
possible.
2. High reliability. A failure of an implantable medical device can result on
inconvenience, pain, damage or even death for the patient. Also
maintenance is costly and risky.
3. Low voltage signals. Most of the natural signals inside a human body,
as well as the output of the transducers, are in the µV or mV range
which requires special care in sensing and amplifying.
4. Low frequencies. The natural frequency span of biological signals vary
from a fraction of a hertz to several kilohertz.
9
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5. Small Size. Implantable devices need to be as small as possible, so as
to be less invasive to the human body. This does not always means
that silicon area should be as small as possible, because increasing
silicon area to minimize external components can reduce overall size.
To fulfil all the above requirements, microelectronics becomes an essential
tool for the development of implantable medical devices. This work deals with
two kinds of amplifiers for two different biomedical applications, taking into
account the above mentioned characteristics. Now follows a brief description
of both: ENG, and EEG.

1.2.1

Electroneurogram (ENG)

An electroneurogram is a method used to visualize directly recorded electrical
activity of neurons in the central nervous system (brain, spinal cord) or the
peripheral
nervous
system
(nerves,
ganglions).
Although
most
neuroprotheses are used to stimulate nerves, one of the challenges that
researchers and industries face is to allow ENG signals to be used as inputs
for the control feedback of the implants. ENG signals can be used to replace
artificial sensors; for example instead of measuring bladder pressure, we can
measure the activation of the nerves that measure bladder pressure [20].
Some applications that have been investigated in which ENG signals
detection could be used are foot drop correction, hand grasp in tetraplegic
patients and bladder voiding [21][22][23][24].
Nerve cuff electrodes are currently one of the most promising recording
devices for chronic implantation in humans, with safe implantation being
reported for as long as 15 years [25]. The name “cuff” refers to the fact that
they enclose the nerves as can be seen in Figure 1.1. The outermost layer is
an insulating material to reduce interference from electric signals from the
muscle. Inside there are two equidistant electrodes (three in the tripolar
case) [2].

Figure 1.1: Nerve cuff.
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The electrode itself generates thermal noise, which cannot be removed.
When designing an amplifier for ENG its input referred noise should be
slightly less than the noise generated in the electrodes. A larger input
referred noise will degrade the signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, a
circuit designed for an input referred noise smaller than the electrode´s noise
can result in unnecessary power consumption. As pointed in [3], usual
electrodes impedance is between 1.5 kΩ and 20 kΩ. A 1.5 kΩ electrode will
introduce a 5 nVHz −1 2 noise, see equation (2.1), which will be the upper limit
for our amplifier’s generated noise.
The amplitude of the ENG signal depends on the implant itself, and size of
the nerve cuff being used, but is typically on the order of 1 µVrms with a
broad flat Power Spectral Density (PSD) centred at about 1-2 kHz.

1.2.2

Electroencephalography (EEG)

Electroencephalography is the measurement of electrical activity produced by
the brain as recorded from electrodes placed on the scalp. A technique
similar to the EEG is subdural EEG (sdEEG), which refer to the recording of
activity from the surface of the brain (rather than the scalp). Because of the
filtering characteristics of the skull and scalp, sdEEG activity has a much
higher spatial resolution than normal EEG.
EEG is used to distinguish epileptic seizures from other types of spells, to
characterize seizures for the purposes of treatment and to monitor the depth
of anaesthesia among other applications. A typical adult human EEG signal is
about 10-100 µV in amplitude when measured from the scalp and is about
10-20 mV when measured from subdural electrodes. These signals have a
frequency span from 1 Hz to less than 100 Hz, depending on the activity of
the patient (whether he is sleeping or awake, concentrated or relaxed etc.).
Commonly used electrodes are silver disks between 1 and 3 mm in diameter.
Long-term recording is relatively complicated, as it is difficult to maintain
mechanical stability of the electrodes [62]. Implantable devices for subdural
measurements could be a solution for long-term recording.

1.3

Gm-C Filters

Gm-C filters rely on transconductances (named also OTAs or active voltage to
current converters) and capacitors to obtain the desired transfer function of a
filter [26]. In Figure 1.2 a basic Gm-C low-pass filter is shown with a transfer
function:
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H (ω ) =

Gm1
1
.
Gm 2 
C 
1 + jω

Gm 2 


( 1.1 )

Where Gm1, Gm2 are shown in Figure 1.2. Gm-C filters are particularly suitable
for implantable medical applications because of their extremely low power
consumption. Due to its simplicity Gm-C filters achieve in general the lowest
power1 (for example 500nW for the full integrated signal conditioning of an
accelerometer for implantable pacemakers [7], 40nW to 2µW for a
programmable filter for hearing aids [27], 230nW for a 10s integrator [28]).
Previous works show a good performance of this kind of filters in the
frequency span of biological signals. Figure 1.3 shows together three
different Gm-C filters aimed for implantable electronics: a 1kHz centred bandpass for ENG applications fabricated in a 1.5µm technology [9], a 70-200Hz
band-pass filter for cardiac activity sensing fabricated in 0.35µm technology
[29], and a 0.5-7Hz band-pass for the signal conditioning of an
accelerometer in rate adaptive pacemakers [7].

Figure 1.2: A basic Gm-C low-pass filter.

In Gm-C filters the positions of the poles (zeros) are determined by C/Gm
ratios. The main problem is that this ratio depends of the absolute value of
capacitors and transconductances. However since in biological systems the
frequencies of the involved signals are not exactly fixed, poles (zeros)
1

This work does not pretend to make a comparative study about power consumption between
different analog filter techniques. There are not enough elements to conclude for example if
switched capacitors filters consume more or less power for the same task provided a careful
design of the filter. However, because of simplicity, Gm-Cs normally result in minimal power
consumption circuits without a major or complex design effort; this fact is observed in the
power consumption figures of the cited references among others.
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fluctuations are admissible in biomedical devices. The use of tuning circuitry
can be avoided, which results in a decrease in power consumption, circuit
complexity and silicon area.
Another problem is that filters for biological signals require poles at very low
frequencies, and integrated capacitors have their value limited to the tens of
pF. Several solutions have been proposed in the past to design extremely low
transconductance OTAs or to simulate large capacitors (see [18]-chapter 1
for a brief survey and discussion). The microelectronics laboratory at UCU
has been working with series-parallel current division to achieve
transconductances in the pS range, with few nW power consumption (for
example in [7][9][10]). Well designed OTAs using series-parallel current
division technique allow for the extremely low transconductances required in
biomedical integrated Gm-C filters, without degrading noise, offset, and
linearity properties of OTAs [10].

400
350
300

Filter Gain

250
200
150
100
50
0
-50
100m

1

10

100

1k

10k

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 1.3: Several Gm-C filters in the frequency span of biomedical signals:
a 0.5-7Hz band-pass for an accelerometer that estimates physical activity
[7] (dashed), a 70-200Hz band-pass filter for cardiac activity sensing [29]
(dash-dot), 1kHz centered band-pass for ENG [9] (continuous). Plots are
scaled for proper view.

As expected, when used as an input stage amplifier of extremely low rms
input noise like in [7][9], Gm-C stages requires a very large silicon area to
reduce flicker noise [5]. In the present work, a chopped Gm-C amplifier will
be examined in detail. This circuit technique may allow exploiting the above
mentioned benefits of Gm-C filters applied to implantable medical electronics,
but cancelling flicker noise, thus preserving a reduced circuit size.
Furthermore, offset can be reduced from the mV range [10][18] to a
negligible value. Thus the benefits of chopper circuits and micro(nano)-power
Gm-C stages can be combined.
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1.4

Chopper amplifiers

Chopper amplification has been known from a long time ago, mainly as an
offset cancellation circuit technique. For example Oswald et al. in 1984 [30]
present a chopper amplifier just by switching input branches of a Miller-like
amplifier. The chopper amplification principle is illustrated in Figure 1.4. The
input signal x(t) will be assumed as bandlimited, with a maximum frequency
lower than f ch 2 , where f ch is the chopping frequency.

Figure 1.4: Chopper amplification principle. A) Spectrum of input signal. B)
Spectrum of modulated signal. C) Amplified modulated signal. D) Amplifiers
noise. E) Output signal. LPF reconstruct the signal. F) Output noise, LPF
eliminates most of flicker noise. All graphics show PSD vs. frequency plots.
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The input signal is multiplied by a squarewave modulating signal of frequency
f ch . The spectrum of x(t), X(f), is transposed around the odd harmonics of
the chopping frequency, as shown in Figure 1.4.B. The modulated signal is
then amplified (Figure 1.4.C), and this causes an addition of noise (n(t)). The
amplifier’s noise PSD is usually of the form of Figure 1.4.D, where flicker
noise dominates at low frequencies and thermal noise at higher ones. Finally,
the signal and the noise are multiplied by a demodulating square wave and
low-pass filtered to reconstruct the amplified signal (Figure 1.4.E). Because
the noise was not modulated on the first step, only thermal noise is present
after the low-pass filter (Figure 1.4.F).
With the development of CMOS analog microelectronics, choppers have
evolved to improve what became usual chopper benchmarks, not only do
they reduce offset, but also noise and power consumption. A topology that
became popular [6][16] is to use a band-pass amplifier between chopper
modulators to reduce high-frequency spikes that are normally responsible of
residual offset. In [17], nested-choppers are used to obtain an
instrumentation amplifier with less than 100nV input referred offset. Most
reported complex chopper topologies aim to reduce residual offset, but
biological signal amplification in implantable medical devices does not require
such an extremely low input offset.
Moreover for ENG applications offset cancellation is a byproduct of flicker
noise reduction techniques. Thus for implantable electronics, simpler chopper
architectures are a better option, suitable to remove flicker noise, but simple
enough to achieve the lowest possible power and die area budget; closer to
the amplifier proposed in [30] than that of [6] for example.

1.5

Chopper amplifier for medical devices, the GmC chopper.

In this thesis, a simple Gm-C chopper amplifier architecture, suitable for
implantable medical devices, is studied. The proposed architecture is shown
in Figure 1.5, and is a very simple way to implement a chopped amplifier
starting from Figure 1.2.
The differential input signal is first modulated by turning on and off
periodically the four input switches. The signal is then amplified through two
independent Gm-C low-pass filters, half of the time charging each of the
output capacitors. This architecture has the benefit that a first order low-pass
filter to reconstruct the signal is embedded in it, reducing the complexity of
the final circuit. This architecture is discussed in [11]. The topology is a
modification of the chopper proposed in [53], but S&H output is substituted
by a current integration scheme embedded in the self chopper, (the scheme
has also been included in a general chopper analysis in [52]).
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Figure 1.5: The Gm-C chopper

1.6

A figure of merit

A careful chopper design makes it possible to push most flicker noise energy
out of the band of interest. Regarding thermal noise, it appears useful to
define a figure of merit that allows comparing two different low noise
amplifier implementations. Throughout this work the following figure of merit
will be used (see Section 3.2.2):

ζ = vn ⋅ P
Where v n =

PSD [ nV

( 1.2 )

Hz ] is the noise voltage and P is the power

consumption of the circuit. A small value of ζ indicates a more efficient lownoise circuit for the task of amplifying signals at the minimum power
consumption. An example of this figure of merit will be presented in Table I
of Chapter 3, corresponding to several reported ENG amplifiers.

1.7

Conclusions and Contents

The design of micropower low-noise circuits for ASICs in implantable medical
devices is a major challenge with academic and industrial interest.
Micropower chopper amplifiers are a possible solution, allowing the removal
of flicker noise and reducing offset to a negligible value. This work deals with
chopped Gm-C structures as an alternative for very low power consumption
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chopper amplifiers. The key aspect is the simplicity of the circuit. Some
aspects of noise transistor modelling will be also examined.
In the following chapter, an analysis of flicker noise in switched MOS
transistors is presented, including an original contribution to explain switched
biased transistor noise behaviour. In Chapter 3 a Gm-C chopper pre-amplifier
for ENG signals is presented. The amplifier was designed, fabricated in a
standard 1.5µm process, and tested. Because a Gm-C chopper is not a timeinvariant system, analytical noise calculations are not simple while
simulations are also complex. In Chapter 4, an analysis of noise in the Gm-C
chopper is conducted in detail, including the application of an analytical tool
and simulations. In Chapter 5 the design of a complete amplifier for EEG
signals is presented. Finally in Chapter 6 conclusions are presented.
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2 Flicker noise modelling of MOSFETs
under switched bias condition.
2.1

Introduction

Performance in analog circuits is limited by the noise generated in the
circuit’s elements. Transistor’s noise is usually modelled by an ideal,
noiseless transistor, with a current noise source in parallel between the
source and drain as shown in Figure 2.1.
At low frequencies, there are mainly two different sources of noise in MOS
transistors, which have different physical origins: thermal noise and flicker
noise. While thermal noise has been satisfactorily explained and modelled for
many years [31][32][43], its origin being the thermal agitation of carriers,
flicker noise is still a subject for research. A noise model is an equation that
defines the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the noise current source in
terms of the frequency, the bias point of the transistor, and process
parameters. In the case of thermal noise, the PSD does not depend on the
frequency (white noise). Nowadays it is more or less accepted that the
physical origin of flicker noise is the random trapping-detrapping of carrier in
traps (defects inside the oxide, close to the channel surface) [33], but an
accurate, compact, physical model has not been universally adopted yet.

Figure 2.1: Transistor noise usual model; the PSD of the current source is
determined by the model.

A typical noise PSD of a transistor is shown on Figure 2.2. The corner
frequency (fcor) is defined as when flicker and thermal noise contributions are
equal.
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Figure 2.2: PSD of the noise of a transistor (continuous line). Also shown,
thermal noise (dash and dot) and flicker noise (dashed) contribution.

Measurements have shown that periodically switched transistors have a
reduced flicker noise PSD [34][68]. That means the flicker noise PSD is less
than expected at frequencies below the switching frequency. The
phenomenon occurs at the device level, not only due to the modulation of
noise. To our knowledge, a model that fully explains reported measurements
of flicker noise in switched MOSFETs has not been developed to date.
In this chapter, a study of flicker noise models is presented, followed by
simulations for flicker noise in switched bias transistors. Under simple and
reasonable physical hypotheses, a new simulation based model was
developed for flicker noise in switched transistors, which explains the
behaviour of the noise PSD in previous reported measurements, particularly
at very low frequencies.

2.2

Thermal Noise

Thermal noise is generated by the random movement of carriers due to
collisions with the thermally agitated atoms. By applying the equipartition
theorem to a lossless transmission line [31] or to a tuned circuit [36] it can
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be proved that the mean square value of the thermal noise current of a

4k B T
⋅ ∆f , where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the
R
absolute temperature and ∆f is the bandwidth over witch the noise is

resistor of value R is i 2 =

measured. Thus, the PSD of thermal noise is:

Sit ( f ) =

4k BT
R

( 2.1 )

For the MOS transistor, thermal noise model is generated by thermal random
movement of carriers in the channel. Its PSD is proportional to total channel
charge [43], however a simpler expression for design purposes is presented
in Chapter 3.
Thermal noise will not be the focus of this chapter, for a detailed deduction of
compact design expressions for thermal noise, refer to [37].

2.3

Flicker noise

Flicker noise or 1/f noise is such that its PSD varies with frequency in the
form:

Sif ( f ) = K f γ

( 2.2 )

with, K , γ constants, and γ ≈ 1 . It is generally accepted that the sources of
low frequency noise are mainly carrier number fluctuations and mobility
fluctuation due to random trapping–detrapping of carriers in energy states,
named ‘traps’, near the surface of the semiconductor [37][38][39][40]. For
hand calculations, a simple empirical model is usually utilized [37]:

K F ⋅ g m2 1
Sif ( f ) = '
⋅
CoxWL f γ

( 2.3 )

Where K F and γ are process parameters to adjust. As pointed in [5] this
model is not consistent regarding parallel-series association of transistors,
but is a very good approximation of a consistent physics based model [37].
In SPICE simulators the most commonly used MOS model is the BSIM3v3
[41]. This model contains a physical based flicker noise description which
takes into consideration both carrier number and mobility fluctuations. It also
considers short channel effects. The main problem of BSIM3v3 flicker noise
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model [33] is the large number of parameters to adjust, and also that it was
only derived in strong inversion. In weak and moderate inversion an
empirical equation and interpolation are used.
The model proposed in [37] was developed to be valid in all inversion
regions, and has less parameters to adjust since it only considers the effect
of carrier number fluctuation. In Section 2.3.1 the statistics for a DC bias
flicker noise model will be examined, while in Section 2.4 a simulation based
alternative for the model in [37] for the switched MOSFET case will be
presented.

2.3.1

DC biased flicker noise

To derive the flicker noise model, first it is necessary to know the statistics of
the process of trapping-detrapping of channel charges. Consider an MOS
transistor, and a small channel element of differential area dA = W .dx as
depicted in Figure 2.3. Defects inside and at the surface of the oxide
generate localized states (traps with energy E t ), which may be occupied by
carriers from the channel. Electrons (and holes) in the channel may tunnel
to, and back from, these traps in a random process thus generating a noise
current. N A' [m-2] will denote the number of occupied traps per unit area in
the whole oxide volume above the channel element dA . The relation between
the carrier densities in the channel, N ' [m-2], and N A' is given by the
Reimbold’s coefficient r [37][42]. To find the drain current noise, the impact
on the drain current I D of local N ' fluctuations is integrated along the
channel [37][43]. Thus a physics based flicker noise model should begin
finding an expression for S N ' ( f ) (the PSD of N A' ).
A

x

L
dx

dV

Oxide

S

W

z
dA

Channel

D

Figure 2.3: A channel element dA, and oxide volume dV definition.

To compute S N ' ( f ) we start by defining a small volume ∆V = W .dx.dz as in
A

Figure 2.3. N t , N V' [eV −1 ⋅ m −3 ] are respectively, the volume densities of traps
and

occupied

traps,

inside

∆V ,

and

for

a

small

energy

interval
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E ≤ Et ≤ E + ∆E , f t is the probability of a single trap to be occupied (which
can be calculated in terms of the Fermi level of the system [18]) and tox is
the thickness of the oxide.
To find the PSD of a random variable (i.e. N V' ), it is necessary to compute
the

Fourier

ℜ( s )

= δNV'

(t ).δNV'

transform

of

its

autocorrelation

defined

as:

(t − s ) . In a time interval dt occupied traps may release their

electron with a probability e0 dt . Empty traps may be occupied with a
probability

(c0 nS ).dt ,

where nS is the electron density in the channel: the

denser the electron population in the conduction band is, the more likely it is
that an electron would tunnel to the empty trap. Given an initial NV' density
of occupied traps, their expected variation in the time interval dt is written
using Shockley-Read-Hall statistics (SRH):

[

(

]

)

dN V' = c0 n S N t − N V' − e0 N V' .dt

(N

t

− N V'

( 2.4 )

) is the number of empty traps per unit volume. At equilibrium, the

average NV' must be kept constant so c0 n S (1 − f t ) − e0 f t = 0 . But NV' is not at
'
equilibrium in (2.4); N Veq
= f t N t denotes the equilibrium value, which suffers

'
variations: NV' = NVeq
+ δNV' . If variations of nS with NV' are neglected it

follows that:

(

)

d δN V'
= −(c0 .n S + e0 )δN V'
dt

( 2.5 )

(2.5) is a first order differential equation with the solution being:

δN V' = δN V'
Where τ =

1
c 0 n s + e0

−t

t =0

.e

τ

( 2.6 )

. Note that δNV' is a random variable, δNV'

t =0

is an

arbitrary known initial condition; the absolute value in (2.6) was introduced
for symmetry. To find the autocorrelation of the process it is necessary to
integrate in all possible δNV' taking into account the probability p (δNV' ) :
∞

ℜ( s ) = ∫ δN . p (δN ).δN .e
'
V

'
V

'
V

−

s

τ

.dδN = e
'
V

−

s

τ

.δN V'

2

( 2.7 )

−∞
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The variance of δNV' is known since N V' .∆V .∆E is a binomial distribution (there

N t .∆V .∆E

are
2

δ N V' =

traps,

being

either

occupied

or

empty)

thus

N t .∆E. f t (1 − f t )
. To find the PSD Sδ N ' (ω ) it is necessary to Fourier
V
∆V

transform (2.7) (unilateral PSD):

Sδ N ' (ω ) = 2.ℑ(ℜ( s )) =
V

1
4τ
N t ft (1 − f t )∆E
∆V
1 + ω 2τ 2

( 2.8 )

ω = 2πf . Integrating (2.8) in the z coordinate and in the energy:
S ∆N A (ω ) =

E tox

1 V
∆A E∫C

∫N
0

t

f t (1 − ft )

4τ
1 + ω 2τ 2

.dz.dE

( 2.9 )

Note that the integration boundaries in (2.9) are EC , EV (valence and
conduction band energy) instead of ± ∞ . This classical approximation is
supported by the fact that the product N t f t (1 − f t ) is usually sharply peaked.
It is also supported from a physical perspective: consider an electron that
gains extra energy interacting with a phonon and could tunnel to a trap with
an energy E ≥ EC . This electron will encounter in the conduction band a great
number of states with such energy and it is very unlikely that it would jump
to the trap. Therefore, the probability of an electron tunnelling to a trap is
negligible outside the energy gap where it competes with a continuum of
empty energy states at conduction ( E ≥ EC ) or valence band ( E ≤ EV ).

Classical approximations to solve (2.9) assume that τ depends only on the
distance z, and N t , f t on the energy. Then is possible to integrate (2.9) in the
distance:
tox

τ

∫1+ ω τ
2

0

2

dz =

λ
(tan −1 (ωτ (t ox) ) − tan −1 (ωτ (0))) ≅ λ
ω
4f

( 2.10 )

The last approximation is due to the high dispersion in τ values and shows
the classical 1 f dependence of flicker noise. The integration in the energy of
(2.10) can be carried out with a probability balance generalized to both
electrons and holes. A detailed calculation is presented in [18] the result
being:
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∞

∫N

t

f t (1 − f t ).dE ≈ N t kT

( 2.11 )

0

The simplified result is that:

SN' =
A

1
1 N 1
N t kTλ . = ot .
∆A
f
∆A f

( 2.12 )

N ot = N t kTλ in (2.12) is the equivalent density of oxide traps, a technology
parameter to adjust. It should be noted that to develop (2.12) no assumption
about the inversion level was made.

2.3.2

Flicker noise in switched MOSFETs

From some time ago, switched biasing has been proposed as a technique for
reducing the flicker noise in MOSFETs [44]. It should be highlighted that
flicker noise reduction in this case is at physical level, very different from
circuit techniques like autozero or chopper aimed to cancel the flicker noise
that is present at transistor level.
An intuitive explanation of the
phenomenon is that periodically turning ‘off’ the transistor’s channel, forces a
significant fraction of occupied traps to a known empty state, thus
introducing some ‘order’ in the random process. Examining reported
measurements, a switched MOSFET flicker noise PSD resembles the plot in
Figure 2.4 [34][68]. Usual 1/f spectrum is seen at frequencies greater than
the switching frequency. At lower frequencies the noise (log scale) increases
with a much smaller slope. Finally below an even lower frequency, the slope
resembles again the original 1/f spectrum.
Several authors proposed models to explain this particular behaviour
[45][46], however, the exact mechanism and the statistics of the switched
noise current are not yet clear. Particularly, reported models [46] predict a
plateau at lowest frequencies that do not correctly address experimental
results [34][68]. Some ideas that address the whole frequency span in
Figure 2.4 will be presented in Section 2.4.
Unfortunately, for the calculation of flicker noise in a switched MOS it was not
possible to derive an analytical expression analogous to that developed in
Section 2.3.1. Instead the autocorrelation was calculated using a transient
simulation. In other words, for a single or multiple traps, their state was
simulated along time, using time steps dt , with selected statistical
assumptions and probability coefficients. As far as we known, all reported
models for flicker noise in switched MOSFETs [45][46] are
based on
simulations.
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Figure 2.4: Typical switched MOSFET flicker noise PSD.

2.4

Simulation of flicker noise

In this section a general simulation framework for studying 1/f noise is
presented. Then simulations are extended to switched bias transistors.

2.4.1

Simulation of flicker noise in DC biased transistors

In deep sub-micron technologies it is possible to see the effect of a single
trap usually referred to as Random Telegraph Signal (RTS) [47] (Figure
2.5.b). The deduction of the PSD of RTS can be calculated, as in (2.8), for a
single trap [48]. The result is a Lorentzian spectrum, flat for lower
frequencies and decaying with 40dB per decade starting at the frequency fc:

S RTS ( f ) =

4C 2
(τ c + τ e ) ⋅ (2πf c )2 + (2πf )2

[

]

,

2πf c =

1

τc

+

1

τe

( 2.13 )

We shall denote τ c as the mean time before an electron is captured by the
trap and τ e as the mean time before it is emitted. This time constants can be
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related to the probabilities seen in Section 2.3.1, with τ c = 1 c 0 n s

and

τ e = 1 e0 . To simplify simulations it will be assumed τ c −1 = τ e −1 = πf c as in [46].
A time-discrete model of an RTS was implemented in MATLAB [60](see
Annex A). On each time step the probabilities of transition are:

Pcapture =

TS

τc

,

Pemission =

TS

( 2.14 )

τc

These probabilities were used to calculate the state (occupied/empty) of the
single trap. Pcapture is defined as the probability that given an empty trap, it
will be occupied a time step dt later. The definition of Pemission is analogous

PSD - Single Trap (Hz-1)

given an occupied trap. In (2.14), TS is the time step of the simulation.

a)

Simulated
Theoretical

100

1k

10k

b)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.5: a) Simulated and Theoretical PSD of RTS with fc = 800Hz.
b) Example of an RTS.

In (2.14) TS is the time step of the simulation. In Figure 2.5.a the simulated
and theoretical PSD of an RTS with a corner frequency of 800 Hz are shown.
This simulation was run 50 times and the obtained PSD’s were averaged to
allow for a better visualization.
To simulate the effect of multiple traps with different time constants, as in
(2.10), all traps are assumed statistically independent of each other. The RTS
generated by each trap can then be added to compute the total noise.
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According to [45] the distribution of fc’s is log uniform, distributed between
fcH and fcL, the highest and lowest fc frequencies of the traps considered.

g (2πf c ) =

4k B TAt ox N t
f 
2πf c log cH 
 f cL 

( 2.15 )

In (2.15) kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, A the
transistor area and g(fc) is the distribution of the fc of the multiple traps. This
can be modelled by considering traps in logarithmic steps between fcH and fcL
[49] and selecting adequate values for the constants. When multiple traps
are considered, the 1/f spectrum is obtained. Figure 2.6 shows a simulation
of 1/f noise. In this case 30 traps were simulated with fcH = 23 KHz and fcL =
1 Hz, and Ts = 0.01 ms. The plot shows the PSD of the number of occupied
traps which is related to the current noise [37][42].

-1

PSD (Hz )

1/f

Simulated 1/f noise

100

1k

10k

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.6: Simulated 1/f noise with 30 traps. The plot shows the PSD of the
number of occupied traps

2.4.2

Model for switched 1/f noise

When dealing with switched transistors, the effect of periodically turning ‘on’
and ‘off’ the transistor must be considered. When the VGS voltage is reduced,
the carrier density in the channel is reduced as well, and this changes the
probabilities of capturing and emitting electrons by the traps (2.14).
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When VGS=0, only a few conducting electrons are present in the channel and
the probability of one of them jumping to a trap becomes negligible. For the
simulations, it will be assumed that no electron will be captured when the
transistor is in the ‘off’ state. On the other hand, the probability of emission
of an electron will increase. The increase in Pemission will be taken into account
defining a factor m, as follows [46]:

POFFemission = m * PONemission

( 2.16 )

Where PONemission is the Pemission when the transistor is turned on, and POFFemission
when it is turned off. Equation (2.16) is similar to the method of Van der Wel
et al [46] but simpler because no electron is captured during the ‘off’ state.
The work by Tian and El Gamal [45] uses the same procedure but with
m=∞. This model predicts that flicker noise PSD will remain constant at
frequencies lower than the switching frequency. But reported measurements
show that although noise is reduced its PSD still resembles 1/f at the lowest
frequencies.

m=10
m=50
m=200

m=

8

-1

PSD (Hz )

1/f

100

1k

10k

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.7: Different simulation of 1/f switched noise showing the effect of
varying m.

In Figure 2.7, different simulations with different values of m are presented.
The reduction of the 1/f noise can thus be explained, and the m parameter
can be fitted with experimental data. The simulations were conducted with
the same 30 traps of Figure 2.6, and with a switching frequency of 10 KHz,
50% duty cycle. A small m factor indicates that the probabilities vary little
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when you turn on and off the transistor and the reduction of noise is
minimal. On the other hand as m grows we approach the results of [45].

2.4.3

Reappearance of 1/f noise at lower frequencies

In the last subsection the reduction of flicker noise was explained, but the
model fails to predict the reappearance of 1/f spectrum for even lower
frequencies reported in [34][68]. The assumption in the previous section was
that the emission probabilities of all the traps are affected by variations of
VGS in the same way. That is, the m factor is the same for all traps. There is
no reason for this to be so, and a reasonable hypothesis is to assume that
the traps which are farther from the channel (and so with a lower fc) will be
less affected.

-1

PSD (Hz )

Switching
Frequency
and Harmonics

Reapperence
of 1/f noise

Reduced Noise
1/f
100

1k

10k

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 2.8: Simulation using different factors for different traps. The
reappearance of 1/f noise at lower frequencies can be observed.

For the simulation showed in Figure 2.8, a simple, but different distribution of
values of m was selected:

100
m( f C ) = 
10

fc > K
fc < K

( 2.17 )
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With K selected in these simulation so that only 5 traps will be the less
affected.
The result of this new simulation shows the expected behaviour of 1/f noise
at lower frequencies. Although the selected distribution is quite arbitrary, it
demonstrates that a physical model taking into account different m factors
leads to results that can explain observed measurements. To continue with
this work, a more realistic model for the distribution of the m factors should
be developed, and adjusted with noise measurements of different transistors.

2.4.4

Duty Cycle dependence

Another interesting effect to investigate by means of simulations is the
reduction of flicker noise while reducing the duty cycle of the switching
signal. In Figure 2.9, several simulations for the same 30 traps of Figure 2.6
with fC = 48 Hz and different values of duty cycle, are shown.

N o t s w itc h e d

S w itc h in g
F re q u e n c y

-1

PSD (Hz )

d c = 0 .9
d c = 0 .7
d c = 0 .5

d c = 0 .3

100

d c = 0 .1

1k

10k

F re q u e n c y (H z )

Figure 2.9: Reduction of 1/f noise for different duty cycles (dc).

It should be pointed again that flicker noise reduction in a switched
transistor, is larger than the duty cycle factor (that is: flicker noise PSD when
switching at 50% duty, is less than half that of the DC biased transistor). To
compare the different plots, Figure 2.9 shows the normalized PSD of each
simulation with different duty cycles (normalization means that each
simulated PSD was multiplied by the inverse of the duty cycle) allowing the
difference in shape of the plots to be observed. The flicker noise PSD
reduction is greater as the time the transistor is in the ‘on’ state is reduced.
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This simulation was conducted on the conditions of Figure 2.6 with m = 200,
large enough to make this effect clear.

2.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, a deep analysis of flicker noise under different conditions has
been presented. Firstly the PSD of fluctuations in the number of carriers in
the channel, caused by the random trapping/detrapping of carriers in oxide
traps, was calculated using SRH statistics and the autocorrelation formalism.
Noise current is related to this PSD by the Reimbold’s coefficient. Due to the
complexity of the result, this kind of analytical approach could not be applied
to switched transistors. To extend flicker noise model to periodically switched
transistors, a simulation scheme was developed. The simulation based model
allowed to compute single trap noise PSD, usual DC biased flicker noise PSD,
and switched bias transistor flicker noise PSD. For the latter a major
achievement was to propose an explanation, assuming different changes of
emission probability (m-factors) with distance, the reappearance of 1/f-like
spectrum at the lowest frequencies. This behaviour is a reported
experimental result. The mechanism of the variable m factor is a first
attempt, derived from a physically reasonable hypothesis, to explain reported
measurements of flicker noise PSD shape in switched MOSFETs. Although at
present there is not enough evidence to affirm that in effect this kind of
phenomena determines the particular PSD behaviour at low frequencies,
there is still being ample room for experimental and theoretical work to be
done in the future.
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3 A low noise Gm-C chopper for ENG
3.1

Introduction

Most implantable neuroprotheses are stimulators of the nervous system. The
main improvement that both the industry and research laboratories are
investigating nowadays is to enable neural signals (electro-neuro-graph or
ENG) to be used as inputs in the control feedback of neuroprosthetic systems
[2]. ENG signals are recorded from electrodes placed around nerves and may
be used in place of a wide variety of artificial sensors in implants.
Microelectronics technology is steadily contributing to the development of
this kind of medical devices, and in recent years there has been considerable
research effort directed to the development of integrated amplifiers for ENG
[2][3][13][14].
Due to the extremely low amplitude of the input signals, the design of ENG
amplifiers normally involves special care for flicker and thermal noise
reduction. The task becomes really challenging in the case of implantable
devices, because of power consumption constrains.
The range of interest for ENG signals span from a few Hz to a few kHz and
require an input referred noise of a few nV Hz , and a high CMRR. Several
of the circuits presented in the literature use the chopper amplifier technique
[13][14] to reduce flicker noise. In Table I three works in the field of ENG
amplification are compared. Two of them use the band-pass chopper
topology to reduce flicker noise, while the third uses a non-chopped
continuous time amplifier. Note that although the circuits show rather
different figures of power consumption and input noise, their efficiency in the
sense of (1.2) is very similar in the three cases.
Table I: Comparison of different ENG amplifiers presented in ISCAS 2004.

Filter
Band
Sacristan
et al [3]
Uranga
et al [14]
Gosselin
et al [13]

Supply
Area
Voltage

1005KHz

5V

DC-3K

5V

1005KHz

1.8 V

Noise

Power

Type

Tech.

1.1
5.1
Non1 mW
0.7 µm
mm2 nVHz-1/2
chopped
2.7
6.6
1.3 mW Chopper 0.7 µm
mm2 nVHz-1/2
30
--25 µW Chopper 0.18 µm
nVHz-1/2

ζ [nV.Hz1/2

.mW1/2]
5.1
7.52
4.74

In this chapter a low noise Gm-C chopper amplifier is presented. In Section
3.2 the design considerations and constrains are explained. In the next
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section, the complete design of the amplifier is shown and finally, in Section
3.4, simulated and measured results are presented.

3.2
3.2.1

Design Considerations
Noise

For a given amplifier, the main sources of electrical noise in the frequency
span of biological signals (apart from coupling noise) are thermal and flicker
noise of the circuit elements at the input stage.
For an MOS transistor, thermal noise current model PSD is (the PSD of the
noise current in parallel with the transistor) [5]:

Sit ( f ) = γnk BTg m

( 3.1 )

Where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, g m is the

transistor’s gate transconductance, n ≈ 1 is the slope factor, γ = 2, or 8/3 in
strong and weak inversion respectively [5].
To estimate the flicker noise, the empirical model shown in Chapter 2 can be
used, whose equation we repeat for clarity:

Sif ( f ) =

K F ⋅ g m2 1
⋅
Cox' WL f γ

( 3.2 )

Integrating (3.1), (3.2) in the frequency band of interest in a continuous time
amplifier, input referred noise results a combination of power consumption
and area constraints:

v n rms ≈

In (3.3), vn rms

A
gm

+

B
W .L

=

A
1
B
⋅
+
g m I D I D W .L

( 3.3 )

Thermal Flicker
noise
noise
is the input referred root mean squared (rms) noise voltage in

the band of interest and g m is the transconductance of the input pair. A and
B are constants depending on frequency band, technology parameters, and
the number of transistors introducing noise at the input stage.
Analyzing (3.3) it is possible to conclude that low input noise requires: a
large bias current for a large g m to reduce thermal noise; and large W, L for
flicker noise reduction. Multiplying and dividing by the drain current I D the
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first term, it is simple to conclude that to minimize thermal noise with a fixed
current budget, input transistors should be biased in weak inversion (WI) to
maximize the ratio g m I D . When operating in WI g m I D ≈ 25; further noise
reduction necessarily requires an increase of the bias current and thus of the
power consumption.
To reduce flicker noise the biggest possible transistors should be utilized at
the input stage. A more elegant solution is the use of known circuit
techniques like autozero or chopping [6] that also contribute to offset
cancellation. Chopped amplifiers had been extensively used in ENG recording,
and are suitable to preserve a reduced area; see for example a case of multichannel nerve signal recording in [13].

3.2.2

A figure of merit

If the chopper amplifier is adequately designed, most of the flicker noise
energy can be removed out from the band of interest. Thus only the thermal
noise contribution has to be taken into consideration. It should be observed
that if all the transistors in two low noise circuits of similar topology are
assumed to operate in the same inversion level (ideally WI), and the circuits
have the same supply voltage, the input referred noise voltage is related to
power consumption in both circuits (using equations (3.1),(3.3)):

vn1 ( f )
=
vn 2 ( f )
Where vnx ( f ) =

PSD [ nV

P2
P1

( 3.4 )

Hz ] is the noise voltage ( vn ( f ) = vn in the case

of thermal noise) and Px is the power consumption of each circuit. Equation
(3.4) shows that to reduce the noise voltage by 5, power consumption has to
be increased by 25, and so on. Observing (3.4), the figure of merit of Section
1.6 is defined:

ζ = vn ⋅ P

( 3.5 )

Given two different amplifiers, the one with the lowest ζ indicates the more
efficient low-noise circuit for the task. In [51] a slightly different figure of
merit is defined, that takes into account the amplifiers bandwidth, but it was
not adopted here since this work always compares amplifiers designed for
the same purpose. For example, in the last column of Table I the figure of
merit for several reported ENG amplifiers is shown.
Despite differences in power consumption and input noise of the different
approaches, all amplifiers have a very similar value of ζ .
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3.3

Amplifier Design

The designed circuit is intended to amplify ENG signals with amplitudes
greater than 1µVp in the band from 100 Hz to 5 KHz. Low noise is critical,
initially specified as less than 5 nV Hz . Additionally, a high CMRR (~ 90dB)
is expected and gain of this first stage must be at least 50, while further
amplification may be obtained in successive stages.
The proposed chopper amplifier is shown in Figure 3.1. This topology is
basically the amplifier of Section 1.5 with one of the inputs shorted to make
a non differential amplifier, and a low-pass filter to provide a common mode
output.
The input signal v in is chopped at a frequency f ch - period Tch = f ch−1 - and
then amplified on each phase through two independent Gm-C low-pass filters.
The intermediate signals vout1 , vout 2 are further amplified by means of a lowpass filter (LPF) which also removes residual frequency components above
the band of interest. In Figure 3.1, vOut is the output signal, the square wave

m(t ) switches the modulators and vn represents a parasitic voltage source,
for example input noise or offset. The circuit is extremely simple: just two
transconductances, two capacitors, and an output low-pass filter. Even Gm2
can be substituted by an integrated resistor, and the output low-pass stage is
not essential (it was placed just to provide a ‘clean’ output signal and to
further amplify the signal) [52][53].
As the input signal v in is chopped, both branches are amplifying roughly the
same signal, but with opposite sign. Their output is then subtracted, the
result being that of (3.6). On the other hand, noise and offset voltage at the
input vn are amplified with equal sign and then subtracted. To guarantee a
proper noise cancellation, the hypothesis is that the signal vn does not
change too much from one phase to another of the chopper. This is true for
offset and flicker noise (if f ch >> f ) but unfortunately not in the case of
thermal noise [11]. The transfer function of the circuit is almost exactly like
(1.1) but with a factor of 2 in the capacitor which results of switching the
transconductances at a 50% duty cycle [11] (see Annex F). GLPF is the gain of
the final low-pass filter (Figure 3.1).

H (ω ) = 2

G m1
1
.
⋅ G LPF
Gm 2 
2C 
1 + jω

Gm 2 


( 3.6 )
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The chopper pre-amplifier circuit was designed, fabricated in AMIS 1.5 µm
technology, and tested. The three major design constraints were obtaining
low noise, while reducing area and power consumption. As pointed in Section
3.2, the best option is to operate the input transistor in weak inversion.
Unfortunately unless very low currents are used, this results in a high W/L
ratio increasing the transistor area. In our case a maximum value of W/L =
100 was selected to prioritize a reduced area. L was chosen as the minimum
allowed by the technology. This resulted in the input transistors working in
moderate inversion, and not weak inversion.

Figure 3.1: Topology of the proposed Gm-C amplifier. m(t) is the clock signal
and m* is the complementary clock. C1=C2=300pF.

Gm1, shown in Figure 3.2, is a standard symmetrical OTA implemented using
8 transistors. The differential pair M1, M2, requires the maximum W/L and
was designed with W = 150 µm and L = 1.5 µm. The other six transistors are
sized W = 150 µm and L = 4.5 µm. This design consumes very little area,
less than 0.04 mm2, including the switching transistors for signal
commutation. A 3.4mA bias current was selected, large enough to guarantee
a reduced thermal noise. A total input noise of less than 4 nV Hz was
estimated for the circuit.
Gm2 was substituted by an integrated poly resistance of 62 KΩ. The output
capacitors were calculated to set the LPF pole at 5000 Hz. The two 300 pF
double poly capacitors were integrated in the chip, increasing the total area
to 1 mm2. Figure 3.3 shows the final layout of the design as well as a
photograph of the actual chip.
The transistors for the switches were selected with minimum length and the
smallest width that allowed two contacts, two reduce charge injection.
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Figure 3.2: Implementation of Gm1.

Figure 3.3: Amplifier layout and photograph of the fabricated chip. Both
capacitors at the top and transistors and resistance at bottom left.

The circuit was simulated using
conditions. The nominal chopper
70, and input signals of up to 1
simulated output of a sinusoidal
filter was applied.

the BSIM3v3 model, at several operating
frequency is 20 KHz. The nominal gain is
mV were simulated. Figure 3.4 shows the
input signal, before the external low-pass
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Figure 3.4: Simulated output of the Gm-C chopper amplifier. The LPF was not
simulated.

3.4

Measurement results

Figure 3.5 shows the different setups used to measure and test the amplifier.
An instrumental amplifier INA116 [54] was connected at the output of our
chopped amplifier to further amplify the signal for an accurate measurement.
For gain and bandwidth measurements, the instrumental amplifier’s gain was
set to 10, and to 500 for noise, offset, and CMRR measurements. The 5 kHz
low-pass filter was implemented as an 8th order Butterworth, using the
Sallen-Key topology [55] and a LT1051 [56] low noise operational amplifier.
A Tektronix TDS1002 oscilloscope [57] was used for measurements. A
chopping frequency of 20 kHz was selected.
In Figure 3.6, a plot of amplifier’s gain vs. frequency is presented. It can be
seen that the gain is approximately flat in the frequency range of interest.
Measured gain in the flat region was 80, while simulations predicted 70. The
measured input offset of the amplifier was approximately 2.5 µV, in all four
of the measured samples, suggesting that this is a systematic residual offset.
A CMRR of 88 dB was also measured.
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Figure 3.5: Different measurement setups. A) Setup for gain and bandwidth
measurements. B) Setup for noise and offset measurements. C) Setup for
CMRR measurement.

Measured input noise was 1.2 nV Hz while estimated noise was 4 nV Hz .
The expected absence of flicker noise in baseband was observed (using the
TDS1002 oscilloscope in the FFT function). Because there was no spectrum
analyzer available, only rms noise was measured with the oscilloscope.
The circuit properly operated up to 4V supply voltage, with a measured
current consumption of 3.4 mA. In Table II a summary of measured and
simulated results is presented.
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Figure 3.6: Measured and simulated Gain vs frequency

3.4.1

Analysis of circuit results and improvements.

Although the power consumption of the amplifier is still high (28 mW), both
supply voltage and bias current can be reduced without increasing noise, by
increasing W/L ratio of the transistors pushing them closer to weak inversion.
Since most of the area of our circuit is used by the integrated capacitors
(more than 90 %), increasing the area of the transistors will result in a slight
increase of the total area. Total area can also be reduced, by increasing the
integrated resistance and reducing the size of the capacitors. This will also
increase the amplifier gain. By using scaling capacitor techniques [50], the
area can be further reduced. Using the figure of merit in (3.5), for this
amplifier ζ = 5.8 nV ⋅ mW Hz which is in the same order as the reported
values in Table I.

3.5

Conclusions

Measurement results on the Gm-C amplifier, designed and fabricated in a 1.5
µm technology, demonstrate that this kind of amplifier can be used for ENG
applications. The results presented in Table II show that the selected
approach can lead to amplifiers with comparable noise and power
consumption to those shown in Table I, but simpler thus more likely to
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occupy less silicon area. It should also be noted that amplifiers described in
[14] and [3] were developed in 0.7 µm technology and [13] in 0.18 µm.
Table II: Summary of measured and simulated characteristics of the
amplifier.

Simulated

Measured

Gain

70

80

Bandwidth

5 kHz

5 kHz

CMRR

(*)

V. noise

88 dB
1/2

4 nV/Hz

1,2 nV/Hz1/2

Consumption

28 mW

Supply

5V

Area

1,0 mm2

Offset

(*)

2.5 µV
2

Active area
0,04 mm
In a chopper, residual offset as well as CMRR, involve several complex
phenomena (coupling, etc.) that are difficult to simulate.

(*)
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4 Noise analysis
amplifiers

of

Gm-C

chopper

In a continuous time circuit, output (input) noise can be easily calculated by
finding the transfer function from each of the noise sources to the output
(input) of the circuit [58][59]. Assuming non-correlated noise sources, the
superposition theorem can be applied and each of the noise contributions can
be calculated independently by a small signal analysis and then added. In
this way the output (input) referred noise can be determined.
But the Gm-C chopper amplifier presented in the previous chapter is not timeinvariant, but is a particular case of what will be referred to as a Switched
Continuous Time Filter (SCTF). That is a continuous time filter that
alternatively is turned on and off in the signal path. In Section 4.1, an
overview and a general analysis of SCTFs is presented (for a more complete
analysis, see Annex F). Then in Section 4.2, the general analysis is extended
to the calculation of noise in a SCTF. Finally the particular case of the
amplifier in Chapter 2 is studied using both transient simulations and the
equations developed in Section 4.2.

4.1

General analysis of SCTF

Consider a linear, continuous time filter H ( f ) , and an input signal
x(t ) ↔ X ( f ) (in the time and frequency domain respectively). The output
signal will be X ( f ) ⋅ H ( f ) as represented in Figure 4.1.a. A switched
continuous time filter operates alternating “active” time slots with “holding”
time slots. During an “active” time slot the filter is normally connected in the
signal path. During “holding” time, all the state variables inside the filter are
kept constant. The filter may be either Gm-C, R-C, combined, active or
passive, etc, but the requirement is that the elements with memory inside
the filter, like the capacitors in Figure 4.1.c, preserve their condition during
“holding” time. A control input to the filter sets it to “holding” or “active”
depending on the value of the control signal m(t ) ; if m(t ) =1 the filter is
active, if m(t ) =0 the filter is on hold. For the sake of simplicity m(t ) is
considered as a pulse train of frequency f S and width τ . The switching
frequency will be referred as

f S , TS = f S−1 will be the switching period, and τ

the pulse width. The output signal

x Out (t ) ↔ X Out ( f ) in Figure 4.1.b is

different from the case in Figure 4.1.a.
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m(t)

CONTROL

τ

t

Gmi

H(f)

INPUT
XIn(t)

Ri

Ci OUTPUT
XOut(t)

Cj

(c)
Figure 4.1: (a) Continuous time filter, (b) switched continuous time filter
(SCTF), (c) SCTF inside.

A SCTF is not a time-invariant system so it is not possible to define a transfer
function H SCTF ( f ) such that the output of the filter can be calculated as

X ( f ) ⋅ H SCTF ( f ) . However it is possible to calculate the output X Out ( f ) of
Figure 4.1.b. Note that state variables in the SCTF are continuous in time,
and they are modified only during the “active” time. Let y denote the vector
containing the state variables of the filter. The value of the input signal
during “holding” time is not relevant for the calculation of y (t ) . It is only
necessary to solve the differential equations of the filter on each “active”
time interval

((nT

S

)

(

))

− τ 2 < t < nTS + τ 2 , assuming as the initial condition the

value of the state variables at the end of the previous “active” time interval.
That is:

y (nTS − τ 2 ) = y ((n − 1)TS + τ 2 ) .

( 4.1 )

Therefore, to calculate the output it is possible to “compress” all the “active”
time intervals side by side, and then solve the differential equations of the
filter in a single step.
Consider the input of the SCTF x(t ) in Figure 4.2.a, and the chopped signal

xCh (t ) in Figure 4.2.b defined as the result of multiplying x(t ) and m(t ) . The
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compressed signal x Comp (t ) ↔ X Comp ( f ) is defined as in Figure 4.2.c, placing
together the pieces of

x(t ) corresponding to “active” time slots. An
intermediate auxiliary function x I (t ) is defined as the convolution between
xComp (t ) and the impulse response h(t ) of the continuous time filter that is
being switched:

x I (t ) = xComp (t ) ∗ h(t )

( 4.2 )

Now x I (t ) contains all the necessary information to calculate y (t ) and the
output of the filter x Out (t ) . In effect, (4.2) solves the filter’s equations for all
active times incorporating the condition stated in (4.1). x Out (t ) can be easily
calculated by the inverse of the “compression” process as depicted in Figure
4.2.e. The output is the pieces of x I (t ) during “active” time (A) and the
output of the filter is assumed to be a state variable that does not change
during “holding” time (B).
The exact output X Out ( f ) is the sum of two components:

xOut (t ) = xOutA (t ) + xOutB (t )

↔
( 4.3 )

X Out ( f ) = X OutA ( f ) + X OutB ( f )
that have to be calculated separately. xOutA (t ) corresponds to the output of
the filter in the “active” time slots and xOutB (t ) corresponds to the output of
the filter in the “holding” time slots and holds the value of x OutA (nTS + τ 2 ) in
the last “active” time. Detailed analytical calculations of X OutA ( f ), X OutB ( f ) can
be found in Annex F and the final results are reproduced here:

XI( f ) =

τ
TS

⋅

∑ [sinc[(− f ⋅ ( τ
∞

n = −∞

X OutA ( f ) =

X OutB ( f ) =

TS

TS − τ

τ

)

)] (

)

− 1 + nf S τ ⋅ X f . TτS − nf S .H ( f )

∞

∑ sinc( f (τ − T ) + n ). X

n = −∞

.sinc((TS − τ ) f ) ⋅

S

∞

I

 TS n 
− 
f
 τ τ

∑ (− 1) . X

n = −∞

n

I

 TS

 .( f − nf S )
τ


]

( 4.4 )

( 4.5 )

( 4.6 )
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A computational approach to solve the analytical SCTF expression is simple,
and has to limit sums to a finite number of terms. The terms on the sums
contain successive shifted replications of the input signal spectrum, thus the
aliasing effect may occur.
x(t)

(a)

t
xCh(t)

(b)

t
xComp(t)

(c)

t
xI =
xComp(t)*h(t)
(d)

t
XOut(t)
B
A

B

A

(e) A

t
Figure 4.2: Evaluation process for the output of a SCTF: (a) input signal
(b) chopped signal (c) compressed signal (d) intermediate signal (e)
output signal for "active" time slots (A) and "holding" time slots (B).

4.2

Noise in a SCTF

Output noise in a continuous time filter is calculated by adding the noise
contribution of all the elements in the filter at the output, [58][59]. In the
case of a SCTF it is necessary to sum each noise source, but also each one
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passes through a SCTF to the output. Consequently noise aliasing may result
in a significant contribution if the noise it is not band-limited in some way.
Fortunately this limit is normally embedded in the filter. Equations (4.4),
(4.5) and (4.6) contain all the information required for noise calculation,
including the effect of aliasing.

X OutA ( f ), X OutB ( f ) are expressed as the sums of infinite terms, in which some
of these terms are also infinite sums. When calculating the output, a large
enough number of terms must be summed for each infinite sum. It should be
pointed out that if aliasing effect is neglected, there is an approximation
(equation (18) of Annex F) that may be employed for the transfer function
from a given noise source to the output, that simplifies the calculations. But
if aliasing cannot be neglected (for example in the case of white noise), the
appropriate amount of terms of X OutA ( f ) and X OutB ( f ) have to be added
when numerically evaluating noise contributions with a computer.
As noise is usually expressed in terms of its power spectral density (PSD),
the coefficients multiplying X ( f ) in those equations must be squared (a
similar procedure is used in [6] to calculate noise in autozero and chopper
amplifiers). In this case because they are correlated, X OutA ( f ) and X OutB ( f )
cannot be calculated separately and then added, but all squared terms must
be calculated together and multiplied by the noise PSD. The exact calculation
can be a bit tricky, and equations (4.3) to (4.6) must be all combined, and
each term of the double sum must be calculated, squared and multiplied by
the input before being added. To simplify calculations, a set of MATLAB [60]
routines were implemented to calculate the noise contributions of a given
noise source. These functions can be easily adapted for any SCTF circuit and
are presented in Annex B.

4.3

Noise of the Gm-C chopper amplifier

In Figure 4.3, the amplifier of Chapter 3 is reproduced. Intermediate voltages
VOut1 , VOut 2 can be estimated using equation (3.6). Because the input signal vin
is chopped, both branches are amplifying roughly the same differential
signal, but with opposite sign. Their output is then subtracted, the result
being that of (3.6), assuming GLPF=1:

VOut ( f ) = 2

G m1
1
.
⋅ V In ( f )
Gm 2 
2C 
1 + j 2πf

Gm 2 


( 4.7 )

While the signal of interest is amplified by (4.7), the noise and offset voltage
input v n is amplified with equal sign on each branch and then subtracted.
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Figure 4.3: The chopper amplifier of Chapter 3.

To guarantee a proper noise cancellation, the hypothesis is that the signal
v n (t ) does not change too much from one phase to another of the chopper.
This is true for offset and flicker noise (if f ch >> f ) but it is unfortunately not
T +Tch 2

true in the case of thermal noise vth , where

∫ v (t ).dt ,
th

T

T +Tch

and

∫ v (t ).dt

th
T +Tch 2

are

non-correlated. On the other hand, the chopper amplifier may reduce
equivalent input thermal noise at baseband, because the continuous time
gain is doubled in (4.7). If the output thermal noise PSD in the case of a
switched Gm-C, is twice that of the non-switched Gm-C, then the input noise
PSD is the same in both cases. A lower output noise PSD, would mean an
input equivalent thermal noise reduction at circuit level, without extra current
consumption. Of course thermal noise reduction under this hypothesis is
hardly possible, and instead input referred thermal noise is expected to
increase. Thus, noise overhead at the input should be calculated in the band
of interest. The SCTF theory’s extension for noise contributions will be used
to account for the impact of thermal noise in the circuit.
To compute the thermal noise contribution, X ( f ) must be substituted by a

constant PSD S n ( f ) on each of the switched Gm-C. The noise contribution

was calculated for the Gm-C chopper amplifier of Chapter 3. In Figure 4.4, the
resulting normalized output noise PSD is shown for a single chopped Gm-C (a
single branch in Figure 4.3). In the same figure, the separate components
X OutA ( f ) and X OutB ( f ) PSDs are shown. Note that X OutA ( f ) and X OutB ( f ) are
highly correlated functions thus the total output PSD is not the sum of the
individual ones.
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All results are normalized to the noise of a non-chopped amplifier. Despite
both X OutA ( f ) , and X OutB ( f ) being low, the total output noise PSD of the
single chopped Gm-C is approximately two times that of the non-chopped
equivalent. Thus, in the band of interest, for both the proposed chopper and
the equivalent continuous time Gm-C, the input referred thermal noise is the
same, but the chopper is of course, free of flicker noise. In theory, flicker
noise is being removed at almost no cost in thermal noise overhead or
current consumption.
To verify the accuracy of the SCTF extension for noise contribution, Figure
4.5 shows a time-domain simulation of thermal noise (continuous line)
compared to the PSD of X Out resulting from the simulations (now dashed
line). Time-domain simulation is the result of applying to the chopper
amplifier a white-noise-like random input signal. Both curves in Figure 4.5
were obtained with programs in the same computer language, the first
simulation took 15 minutes while the latter only 30 seconds to complete.

Normalized PSD

2.0

PSDs:
Xout
XoutA
XoutB

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
-100k

-50k

0

50k

100k

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4.4: Normalized output noise of a chopped GmC amplifier (continuous
line); normalization is performed with respect to the white noise output at
low frequency of a non-chopped GmC. XOutA (dashed) and XOutB (dots)
components of noise are highly correlated.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized output noise of proposed amplifier calculated using a
time-domain simulation (continuous line) and using the proposed equations
(dashed line).

4.4

Conclusions

A detailed analysis of noise in the Gm-C chopper amplifier was conducted.
The SCTF general analysis was successfully adapted for use in noise
calculations. A noise calculation program was developed, and it is easy to use
with different SCTF circuits. The calculations were corroborated against
transient simulations, giving both very similar results, but transient
simulations took much more computing time. As expected, thermal noise was
not reduced using this technique but flicker noise can be removed without
adding a significant overhead.
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5 An EEG Gm-C chopper amplifier
Electroencephalograms record the changes of potential on the scalp caused
by brain activity. They provide information about the health of the central
nervous system and are used to diagnose sleep disorders and epilepsy,
among others medical conditions.
The usual practice today requires patients to be connected to a bulky and
grid-powered instrument, which reduces their mobility and creates
discomfort. This also limits the acquisition time, prevents the continuous
monitoring of patients, and affects the diagnosis of the illness. Therefore,
there is a growing demand for low-power, small-size, and ambulatory EEG
acquisition systems [63].
To reduce noise, the input stage amplifier for these implants is generally one
of the most energy-consuming blocks. For the design of this amplifier, the
Gm-C architecture was selected with specifications taken from implant
requirements in [12].
The EEG signals’ range of interest is from 1 Hz to 100 Hz approximately.
Specifications for EEG amplifiers include power consumption of less than
3µW, 1.5µVrms of input referred noise, and a gain of at least 40 dB.
Table III compares some previous reported works in the EEG area. Although
there are some variations in the figure of merit of the different amplifiers,
most of them are of the same order.
Table III: Implants’ requirements and previous reported amplifiers.

Gain @10Hz
High-pass frequency
Low-pass frequency
Power Consumption
Input referred noise
(.5 – 100Hz) RMS

Imp. Req.
> 40 dB
150 Hz
0.5 Hz
< 3 µW
1.5 µV

ξ ( nV ⋅ Hz −1 2 ⋅ mW 1 2 )

---

[12]
45.5 dB
250 Hz
0.5 Hz
2.2 µW
0.93 µV
4.4

[64]
80 dB
150 Hz
0.3 Hz
1.45 mW
0.86 µV
(150 Hz)
84

[66]
39.8 dB
30 Hz
0.14 Hz
0.9 µW
1.6 µV
(30 Hz)
8.8

[65]
>60 dB
>150 Hz
0.5 Hz
60 µW
0.45 µV
(45 Hz)
17.4

5.1 Amplifier design
The same chopped Gm-C topology that was presented in Chapter 3 will be
applied for the amplification of EEG signals.
The amplifier was designed with two stages: the first one implemented with a
chopped Gm-C similar to that in Figure 3.1, and the second stage is a non50
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chopped Gm-C low-pass amplifier (Figure 1.2). This last stage also works as a
reconstruction low-pass filter.
Figure 5.1 shows the complete circuit topology. All the circuit was integrated
with the exception of the input RC filter which provides the low frequency
cut-off. It is a standard safety practice not to integrate input capacitors to
provide protection against a DC current through the nerve, which could be
hazardous [1].

Figure 5.1: EEG amplifier layout. C1=C2=C3=30 pF, R1=R2=1 MΩ,
C4=C5=3.1 µF. Gm1=2.5 µS, Gm1=29 nS, Gm2=184 nS and Gm1=18 nS.

The three capacitors (C1, C2 and C3) were designed of a 30 pF value, large
enough to be connected to a FET input buffer at the output for measurement
purposes, and small enough to be fully integrated.
To reduce power consumption without reducing the bias current, Gm1 and Gm2
were designed to operate at only 1.3 V. This allows reducing noise by
increasing ID while maintaining the same power consumption [8][9]. All the
transistors in the Gms as well as the current copiers were implemented using
unitary transistors and series-parallel association, to reduce mismatch [10].
Despite all Gms being powered by different currents, only one external (18
nA) current source is necessary for the circuit. The current mirrors which
scale and distribute the current for each Gm were also integrated. Two
voltage sources were used; a 1.3 V source for the first stage and a 3.3 V
source for the second one, to allow for output signals of up to 200 mV. The
last stage was designed to operate with as little as 2 V, so that it will comply
with the requirements of [12].
The first step in the design was determining the noise contributions of each
Gm. The input Gm is the most critical, and the minimum current necessary to
comply with the noise requirements was calculated. The input stage operates
in weak inversion to optimize the power consumption (3.3). As the capacitors
values had already been selected, Gm2’s value was determined by the high
frequency pole. The gain of the first stage was then slightly less than 100.
Gm2 and Gm3 operate in moderate inversion, which gives the OTAs a larger
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linear zone. The second stage gain was selected as 10 to give a total gain
around 1000 (60 dB). Because the first and second stages need to have the
same low-pass pole, and C3 is equal in value to C1 and C2, Gm4
transconductance is twice that of Gm2 (see (1.1) and (3.6)). The input signal
can have variations of up to 100 µV, which amplified by 1000 gives an output
variation of 100 mV. Gm4 must be linear in all that range. The standard
symmetrical OTA (Figure 3.2) was used for the first three Gms, but for Gm4,
the linearization techniques of [67] were used, to maintain size and power
consumption within reasonable levels. Gm4’s circuit can be seen at circuit
level in Figure 5.2. Gm2 and Gm4 can be replaced by a resistor connected to
ground, with a value equal to the inverse of the Gm transconductance. These
values (30 MΩ and 55 MΩ respectively) are so huge that they cannot be
integrated.

Figure 5.2: OTA with extended linear range.

An input voltage vs. output current plot obtained
Figure 5.3; linearity between -100 mV and 100
circuit was designed and fabricated in a 0.35 µm
Table IV presents a summary of characteristics of
and the current mirrors.

by simulations is shown in
mV can be observed. The
double poly technology. In
all four Gms, the capacitors

In Figure 5.4 the amplifier layout can be observed. In the bottom left corner,
the current mirrors are located. Above them, the output capacitor and on the
top, Gm4. Gm3 is located on the top right, and below are the two capacitors of
the chopper amplifier. In the bottom, the chopper switches and clock negator
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circuits can be seen, and in the middle Gm1 and Gm2 were fabricated. All the
different circuits are separated by double guards to minimize interference.
Table IV: Characteristics of the different components and circuits of the
designed amplifier.

Value
Current
mirrors
Capacitor
(each)
Gm1
Gm2
Gm3
Gm4
Total

In: 18 nA Out: 320
nA, 18 nA, 3.2 nA &
10.5 nA (x2)
28.8 pF

Power
Consumption
~100 nW

Area
25 800 µm2

---

52 700 µm2

5 700 µm2
2 800 µm2
6 100 µm2
14 300 µm2
0.213 mm2
(0.32 mm2*)
*: Minimum size of rectangle that includes all circuits.
2.5 µS
29 nS
184 nS
18 nS

830 nW
8 nW
180 nW
145 nW
1.25 uW

Gm/ID
(diff. par)

30
3.6
1
0.12

4,0n

Outpunt current (A)

2,0n

0,0

-2,0n

-4,0n

-300,0m

-200,0m

-100,0m

0,0

100,0m

200,0m

300,0m

Input Voltage (V)

Figure 5.3: Simulated Gm4 output current vs. input voltage. Linearity is
maintained between -200mV and 200mV.

Figure 5.5 shows a microphotograph of the integrated circuit. Two identical
amplifiers were included in each IC. In one of them, auxiliary outputs were
located at C1 and C2. These auxiliary outputs add a parasitic capacitor (the
pad) to the circuit, but allow for measurements of each stage separately,
either using them as output of the first stage or as inputs of the second one.
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Figure 5.4: Amplifier layout. From the top left in clockwise direction: Gm4,
Gm3, C1 and C2, Gm1 and Gm2, current mirror circuit and C3.

Figure 5.5: Microphotography. In the center left and top left, the two
instances of the amplifier.
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5.2 Simulations
The circuit was simulated using the BSIMv3 model [41]. Figure 5.6 shows the
amplifier’s gain vs. frequency plot. Gain is almost constant for all the range
of interest. Simulated gain was obtained by an AC simulation, and was later
corroborated with transient simulations. Figure 5.7 shows a transient
simulation, with a sinusoidal input signal of 30 HZ and 50 µV of amplitude
(Figure 5.7.a). The output of the first stage, Vout1-Vout2, is shown in Figure
5.7.b while final output is depicted in Figure 5.7.c.
Total consumption was estimated as 1.2µW and input referred noise as
1µVrms (0.5 -100Hz band) which results in a figure of merit of
ζ = 3.5nVHz −1 2 mW 1 2 , that slightly improves previous published results as
seen in Table III. The fabricated IC has recently arrived and is currently
being measured.
Table V contains a summary of all simulated results.

Complete Amplifier
First Stage

70

60

Gain (dB)

50

40

30

20

10

0
10m

100m

1

10

100

1k

10k

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.6: Amplifiers Gain vs. Frequency. The first stage gain (dashed) and
complete amplifier’s (continuous).
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0,0

-20,0µ

-40,0µ

-60,0µ
20,0m

30,0m

40,0m

50,0m

60,0m

70,0m

80,0m

60,0m

70,0m

80,0m

60,0m

70,0m

80,0m
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6,0m

B

4,0m

Voltage (V)

2,0m

0,0

-2,0m

-4,0m

-6,0m
20,0m

30,0m

40,0m

50,0m

Time (s)
1,34

C
1,32

Voltage (V)

1,30

1,28

1,26

1,24

20,0m

30,0m

40,0m

50,0m

Time (s)

Figure 5.7: Transient simulation of the EEG amplifier. a) Input signal of 50
µV and 30 Hz. b) First stage output, the chopper effect can still be seen. c)
Output signal of the amplifier, all traces of chopper effect have been
removed.
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5.3 Conclusions
A chopper amplifier for EEG signals was designed. Simulated results show a
value ζ = 3.5nVHz −1 2 mW 1 2 , which is an improvement over results previously
reported, summarized in Table III. Low power consumption was also
improved by powering the first stage of the amplifier with a 1.3 V voltage
source.
All implantable requirements were satisfied, as shown in Table V, and
simulations suggest that this amplifier can be used in implantable devices
giving a good trade-off between noise and power consumption.
Table V: Simulation result vs. implantable amplifier requirements.

Gain @10Hz
High-pass frequency
Low-pass frequency
Power Consumption
Input referred noise
Area

Implantable
requirements
> 40 dB
150 Hz
0.5 Hz
< 3 uW
1.5 uV
-

This work
61 dB
75 Hz
0.05 Hz
1.2 uW
~ 1 uV
0.69 mm2
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6 Conclusions
Throughout this thesis, a study of the applicability of a simple Gm-C chopper
architecture to implantable medical devices was conducted.
First, a simulation based model was developed to explain the reported
measurements of flicker noise in transistors under switched bias conditions
[34][68]. To our knowledge, this is the first model supporting a physical
hypothesis that explains this phenomenon.
A Gm-C chopper pre-amplifier for ENG was designed, fabricated and tested
for a 1.5 µm technology. This amplifier has a figure of merit ζ = 5.8

nV ⋅ mW

Hz , which is similar to previously reported results presented in

Table I (Chapter 3). This first design shows that this simple chopper
architecture can be used in implantable medical devices. It should be noted
that only 2.5 µV of offset was measured. An improvement in ζ results in a
more efficient amplifier that consumes less power while producing equal
noise, thereby extending battery life.
A deep understanding of noise contributions was necessary to properly
design the Gm-C amplifiers. A general analysis of SCTF was extended for
noise calculations and the proposed architecture was studied in particular by
using this analysis and transient simulations.
Finally an amplifier for EEG implantable devices was designed and fabricated
in 0.35 µm technology. The amplifier complies with all the implantable
requirements and has a simulated ζ = 3.5nVHz −1 2 mW 1 2 , which improves
previous results presented in Table III (Chapter 5). The IC is currently being
measured.
An overall general conclusion, from both simulations and measurements is
that the simple proposed Gm-C chopper architecture is applicable to
implantable devices and is an architecture that future designers should
consider.

6.1

Future work

Although the simple physical hypothesis selected for the variations of the m
factor in Chapter 2 gives coherent results, further study should be
concentrated in developing a more accurate model. It would also be
interesting to contrast this model with new measurements to extract physical
parameters.
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Measurements of the EEG amplifier are being conducted, and the application
of the Gm-C chopper architecture to other areas is being analyzed.
In both designs, integrated capacitors use most of the silicon area (although
in a smaller proportion in the EEG amplifier) and further ways to decrease
their size should be considered.

6.2

Publications

Part of the work presented in this thesis was also considered interesting
enough to be published in different conferences and journals. Some of these
papers can be found in the annexes.
The two papers presented in conferences on Chip in Rio (SBMicro2007 &
SBCCI2007) were invited to submit an extended version for publication in the
AICSP & JICS journals, and are currently undergoing the review process. The
work presented in XIII workshop Iberchip received the Best Paper Award.
A list of related publications follows.
Journals:
-

-

-

“On the evaluation of the exact output of a switched continuous time
filter and applications” Accepted for publication on the IEEE
Transactions on Circuits and Systems I (TCAS I).
“A Study Of Flicker Noise In MOS Transistor Under Switched Bias
Condition.” Submitted for a special issue of the Journal of Integrated
Circuits and Systems (JICS).
“On the Reduction of Thermal and Flicker Noise in ENG Signal
Recording Amplifiers.” Submitted for a special issue of the journal
Analog Integrated Circuits and Signal Processing (AICSP).

Conferences:
-

-

-

“A LOW NOISE GM-C CHOPPER FOR ENG SIGNAL AMPLIFICATION.”
XIII workshop Iberchip, Lima, Peru, March 2007. Best Paper Award.
“A Study Of Flicker Noise In MOS Transistor Under Switched Bias
Condition.” 22nd Symposium on Microelectronics Technology and
Devices, SBMicro2007, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, September 2007.
“On the design of ultra low noise amplifiers for ENG recording.” 20th
Symposium on Integrated Circuits and Systems Design, SBCCI2007,
Rio de Janeiro, September 2007.
“Gm-C Chopper Amplifiers for Implantable Medical Devices.” Segunda
Escuela Argentina de Microelectrónica, Tecnología y Aplicaciones
(EAMTA), Cordoba, Argentina, September 2007
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Annex A: Matlab programs for simulation of
switched flicker noise in MOSFETs
To develop the simulations of Chapter 2, several Matlab functions were
developed.
The first function given certain conditions determines the state of one trap
after one time step. This function was called “trampa”, and its code is
presented here:
%Function “trampa”
%function that determines the state of a trap after one time step
%if esal=1, trap is occupied, else if esal=0, the trap is empty.
function esal=trampa(ein,etran,ec,ep,ap)
%inputs are:
%ein: initial trap state
%etran: state of the transistor, etran=1 transistor is on.
%ec: probability of electron being captured by trap, transistor is on.
%ep: probability of electron abandoning trap, transistor is on.
%ap: probability of electron abandoning trap, transistor is off.
a=random('unif',0,1); %generates random number
esal=(ein&&(~etran)&&(a>ap))||(~ein&&(etran)&&(ec>a))||(ein&&(etran)&
&(a>ep));
% determines trap final state of the trap. A more easily read code with if and
else conditions took more time to compute, so was discarded.
The second function calculated for one trap, how its state changed during the
whole time of interest. This function used the function “trampa” and was
called “tram”.
%Function “tram”
%function that determines the state of a single trap.
%output vector p, contains the state of the trap during the whole time
studied.
function [p]=tram(dt,N,landa,m)
%inputs are:
%dt: time step of the simulation (Ts)
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%N: Number of points in the time vector, N*dt is the total time of the
simulation.
%landa: 2*pi*fc, gives the value of the trap fc, characteristic frequency.
%m: value of the m factor
%define the frequency and duty cycle of the chopping clock
T=10;
d=.5;

%for the study of variations with duty cycle, d was modified.

%determine the probabilities of transition of this trap in all conditions.
ec=dt*landa/2;
ep=dt*landa/2;
ap=ep*m;
et=0;

%initial state of trap

% for all the points of the simulation
for n = 1:N,
r(n)=(rem(n,T)<T*d);
% determine state of transistor
et=trampa(et,r(n),ec,ep,ap); % determine state of trap
p(n)=et;
end
Finally a last function was implemented to define a number of traps, and
their fc and to sum the contribution of each one. This program can be
adapted to generate all the plots of Chapter 2. One example of this program,
called generally “flick” is shown:
%Function “flick5”
%this program simulates many traps.
%outputs:
%d= noise generated by traps
%f= frequency vector.

function [d,f]=flick5(landa,num1)
%inputs:
%landa: vector with the corresponding 2*pi*fc of the traps. Its length is the
number of traps.
%num1: number of simulations conducted and averaged.
dt=0.00001;
N=2048*8;
ttot=N*dt;

%time step of simulation
%number of points
%total simulation time
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f=(1/dt)*(1:N/2)/(N);
m=100

%frequency vector
% m factor

d=zeros(1,N);

%Generates output vector.

for j=1:num1,
b=zeros(1,N);
%auxiliary vector
for i=1:length(landa),
%for each trap
p=tram(dt,N,landa(i));
%calculate its state
b=b+p;
%and sum all the effects
end
psd=abs(fft(b)).^2/(length(b)^2);
%calculate PSD
psd(1)=psd(2);
d=d+psd;
%sum the PSD of each of the num1 simulations.
end
d=d/num1;
%average all simulations.
loglog(f,d(1:N/2));

%plot the results

To generate all results only minor changes to this three Matlab functions
must be made.
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Annex B: Matlab programs for calculation of
switched noise in SCTF
For the calculation of the noise contributions of a SCTF, three Matlab
functions were implemented. The first one is the transfer function of the non
switched equivalent of the circuit. Only this function must be modified if we
wish to apply it to a different circuit. The second one determines the input
signal, in this case, white noise. This function must be modified if another
noise source is considered. The last one calculates X Out ( f ), X OutA ( f ), X OutB ( f )
and plots their results.
%Function “gmcfunc”
%this function is the transfer function of the non chopped equivalent.
function H = gmcfunc(f)
% values of our ENG amplifier, and transfer function.
G=1.7e-3;
R=50000;
C=300e-12;
H=G*R./(1+i*2*pi*f*R*C);
%Function “xfunc”
%defines the input function X(f) in the frequency domain
function x = xfunc(f)
% In this case we are using a wave packet for white noise.
% if |f| < 300 kHz then X(f)=exp(i*2*pi*f).
x=zeros(size(f));
aux=find((abs(f)<=300000));
for j=1:length(aux),
x(aux(j))=exp(i*2*pi*f(aux(j)));
end
%Program “sctfnoise”
%This program calculates the noise of a SCTF.
ff=-100000:40:100000;
duty=.5;
Ts=1/20000;
tau=Ts*duty;

%frequency span to look
%duty cycle 50%
%switching period
%tau definition derived from the duty cycle
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fs=1/Ts;

%switching frequency

N=15;
M=15;

%15 terms in first finite sums.
%15 terms in second finite sums.

%initialize vectors.
Xout=zeros(size(ff));
XoutB=zeros(size(ff));
XoutA=zeros(size(ff));
for n=-N:N,
%first sum
for m=-M:M,
%second sum
% calculate Xout
Xout=Xout+xfunc(ff-(n+m)*fs).*abs((Ts/tau-1)*sinc(ff*(Ts-tau))*((1)^n)*(tau/Ts).*sinc(m*tau*fs+(1-tau*fs)*(ff*Tsn)).*gmc_func((Ts/tau)*(ff-n*fs))+(tau/Ts)*sinc(ff*(tauTs)+n).*sinc(m*tau*fs+(1-tau*fs)*(ff*Ts-n)).*gmc_func((Ts/tau)*(ffn*fs))).^2;
% calculate XoutB
XoutB=XoutB+xfunc(ff-(n+m)*fs).*abs((Ts/tau-1)*sinc(ff*(Tstau))*((-1)^n)*(tau/Ts).*sinc(m*tau*fs+(1-tau*fs)*(ff*Tsn)).*gmc_func((Ts/tau)*(ff-n*fs))).^2;
% calcuate XoutA
XoutA=XoutA+xfunc(ff-(n+m)*fs).*abs((tau/Ts)*sinc(ff*(tauTs)+n).*sinc(m*tau*fs+(1-tau*fs)*(ff*Ts-n)).*gmc_func((Ts/tau)*(ffn*fs))).^2;
end
end
% for normalization.
gm=1.7e-3;
R=50000;
G=gm*R;
%plot results.
plot(ff,abs(Xout/G^2),'k');
hold on
plot(ff,abs(XoutA/G^2),'c');
plot(ff,abs(XoutB/G^2),'r');
LEGEND('Xout','XoutA','XoutB');
hold off
It is very simple to modify this program and its functions for calculations of
noise in any other SCTF.
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Annex C: Commutation noise in Gm-C chopper
amplifiers
Commutation noise is generated by non-idealities in modulators and coupling
effects mainly at the input that result in an undesired amount of noise at the
chopping frequency and harmonics. Although the embedded low-pass filter in
the Gm-C chopper amplifier studied in Chapter 3 and 5 reduce the impact of
this noise, careful considerations must be taken to ensure its effect is small
enough.
In Chapter 3, a high order low-pass filter was connected at the output to
remove any kind of undesired noise out of the band of interest (including
commutation noise) for measurement purposes. In Chapter 5, the output
filter is a single-pole low-pass one. The later is placed mainly to remove
aliasing signal components, to provide a ‘clean’ output removing the steps in
Figure 5.7.
It should be discussed whether the proposed filters are enough to properly
separate coupling chopper noise from the amplified signal. Also it should be
discussed if proper filters do not demand such an extra power consumption
that makes the previous conclusions not valid regarding power efficiency. In
this annex circuitry is discussed, based on previously developed circuits and
simulations. Because coupling noise may strongly depend on non idealities,
measurements are also important.
The Gm-C chopper amplifier of Chapter 3 was measured using an external
low-pass filter to remove noise at the chopping frequency and its harmonics.
But when determining the figure of merit in Section 3.4.1, power
consumption of this 8th order filter was not taken into consideration for
several reasons:
1- From our simulations, input noise due the choppers is small compared
to the minimum input signal. From our preliminary measurements
frequency at the chopping frequency was not very important, and
much more care was necessary to remove 50 Hz noise.
2- Although the low pass filter was not integrated in this case, there is a
previous design at the ML [9] [Annex G] of a band-pass filter (2nd
order) for frequencies between 100 Hz and 5 kHz developed in the
same technology. This filter/amplifier consumes only 85 µW with a
gain of 30 and an input referred noise of 33 µVrms 2. Taking this filter as
a reference, even in the case of an 8th order low-pass filter being
substituted by an equivalent 8th order filter using the topology in [9],
2

For the amplifier in section 3, these 33 µVrms seen at the output is much less than the input
referred noise.
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the total consumption will be increased in just a fraction of a mW,
while total consumption of the amplifier was already 28 mW. The only
problem is occupied area, but not power.
3- If necessary, commutation output noise could be also reduced by
increasing the chopper frequency which was quite arbitrary, selected
at 20 kHz. At higher frequencies, a low order low-pass filter will reduce
the commutation noise.

In the EEG amplifier of Chapter 5 a single pole output low-pass filter was
integrated for signal smoothing and noise removal, and its consumption was
included for the calculation of its efficiency in Section 5.2. Figure C.1 shows
the output of the amplifier with a null input signal. Commutation noise is
predicted as 1 mVpp. This gives an input referred noise of 0.35 µVrms, which is
much less than predicted thermal noise contribution. This low pass output
filter consumes only 320 nW of the total 1.25 µW of the amplifier
If measured commutation noise was larger than expected, points 2 and 3
mentioned previously are also applicable, implementing the low-pass filter
with Gm-C similar to the reported in [10] with consumption around 100 nW.
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Figure C.1: Simulated commutation noise at the output of EEG amplifier.
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A Study Of Flicker Noise In MOS Transistor Under Switched Bias Condition.
Matías Miguez and Alfredo Arnaud
Departamento de Ingeniería Eléctrica, Universidad Católica, Montevideo - Uruguay
This manuscript examines in detail the mechanisms and behavior
of flicker noise in switched biased MOS transistors. Firstly, the
PSD of a DC biased transistor is deduced using only ShockleyRead-Hall (SRH) statistics and the autocorrelation formalism.
Then the analysis is extended, by means of simulations and using
simple physical hypotheses, to a switched bias condition. The
results allow explaining several reported experimental
measurements. Particularly, the 1/f form of flicker noise at very
low frequencies is observed in simulations; this behavior is not
correctly addressed by previously reported noise models of
switched MOSFET.
Introduction
Flicker noise or simply 1/f noise is such that its power spectral density (PSD) varies with
frequency in the form:
S( f ) = K f γ

[1]

with, K , γ constants, and γ ≈ 1 . It is quite well accepted that the sources of low
frequency noise are mainly carrier number fluctuations due to random trapping–
detrapping of carriers in energy states, named ‘traps’, near the surface of the
semiconductor. From some time ago, switched biasing has been proposed as a technique
for reducing the flicker noise itself in MOSFET’s (1). An intuitive explanation of the
phenomenon is that periodically turning ‘off’ the transistor’s channel, periodically forces
a significant fraction of occupied traps to a known empty state, thus introducing some
‘order’ in the random process. A switched MOSFET flicker noise PSD resembles the plot
in Figure 1.b (2). Usual 1/f spectrum is seen at frequencies greater than the switching
frequency. At lower frequencies the noise (log scale) increases with a much smaller
slope. Finally at an even lower frequency, the slope resembles again the original 1/f
spectrum.
Several authors proposed models to explain this particular behavior (3,4) however,
the exact mechanism and the statistics of the switched noise current, are not yet clear.
Particularly, reported models (3) predict a plateau at lowest frequencies that do not
correctly address experimental results (2). The goal of this paper is to discuss in detail
flicker noise in a switched MOS transistor.
Let us first examine the DC bias case: consider a MOS transistor, and a small channel
element of differential area dA = W .dx as in Figure 1.a. Defects inside and at the surface
of the oxide generate localized states (traps with energy E t ), which may be occupied by
carriers from the channel. Electrons (and holes) in the channel may tunnel to, and back
from, these traps in a random process thus generating a noise current. N A' [m-2] will
denote the number of occupied traps per unit area in the whole oxide volume above the

channel element dA . The relation between the carrier densities in the channel named
N ' [m-2], and N A' is given by the Reimbold’s coefficient r (5). To find the drain current
noise, the impact on I D of local N ' fluctuations is integrated along the channel (5,6).
Thus a physics based flicker noise model should begin finding an expression for S N ' ( f )
A

N A'

(the PSD of
).
This paper is organized as follows: in section II, an explicit analytic deduction of
S N ' ( f ) (non-switched transistor) is presented using SRH statistics and the
A

autocorrelation formalism. In section III the study is extended using simulations to
examine the switched bias flicker noise.
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Figure 1. a) a channel element dA, and oxide volume dV definition. b) Trappingdetrapping of carriers by oxide traps above dA, produce a noise current which in the case
of a switched bias transistor, approximates the PSD of the plot. fC switching frequency.

Deduction of DC biased flicker noise
To compute S N ' ( f ) we start by defining a small volume ∆V = W .dx.dz as in Figure 1.a.
A

Nt ,

N V'

[eV

−1

−3

⋅ m ] are respectively, the volume density of traps and occupied traps,

inside ∆V , and for a small energy interval E ≤ Et ≤ E + ∆E . f t is the probability of a
single trap to be occupied (which can be calculated in terms of the Fermi level of the
system (7)) and tox is the thickness of the oxide.
To find the PSD of a random variable (i.e. N V' ), it is necessary to compute the Fourier
transform of its autocorrelation defined as: ℜ( s ) = δNV' (t ).δNV' (t − s ) . In a time interval dt
occupied traps may release their electron with a probability e0 . Empty traps may be

occupied with a probability (c0 n S ).dt , where nS is the electron density in the channel:
the denser the electron population in the conduction band is, the more likely it is that an
electron would tunnel to the empty trap. Given an initial NV' density of occupied traps,
their expected variation in the time interval dt is written using SRH:

[ (

)

]

dNV' = c0 n S N t − NV' − e0 NV' .dt

(N

t

[2]

)

− N V' is the number of empty traps per unit volume. At equilibrium, the average NV'

must be kept constant so c0 n S (1 − f t ) − e0 f t = 0 . But NV' is not at equilibrium in [2];

'
'
N Veq
= f t N t denotes the equilibrium value, which suffers variations: NV' = NVeq
+ δNV' .

If variations of nS with NV' are neglected it follows:

( )

d δNV'
= −(c0 .nS + e0 )δNV'
dt

[3]

[3] is a first order differential equation with the solution
−t

δNV'

= δNV'

t =0

.e

τ

[4]

1
. Note that δNV' is a random variable, δNV'
is an arbitrary known
t =0
c 0 n s + e0
initial condition; the absolute value in [4] was introduced for symmetry. To find the
autocorrelation of the process it is necessary to integrate in all possible δNV' taking into

Where τ =

account the probability p (δNV' ) :

ℜ( s ) =

∞

'
'
∫ δNV . p (δNV
−∞

s
−
'
).δNV .e τ

.dδNV'

=e

−

s

τ

.δNV'

2

[5]

The variance of δNV' is known since N V' .∆V .∆E is a binomial distribution (there are
N t .∆E. f t (1 − f t )
. To find the PSD
∆V
( w) it is necessary to Fourier transform [5] (unilateral PSD):
2

N t .∆V .∆E traps being occupied or empty): δ N V' =
S δN '

V

S δN ' ( w) = 2.ℑ(ℜ( s )) =
V

1
4τ
N t f t (1 − f t )∆E
∆V
1 + ω 2τ 2

[6]

ω = 2πf . Integrating [6] in the z coordinate and in the energy:
1 V ox
4τ
S ∆N A ( w) =
N t f t (1 − f t )
.dz.dE
∫
∫
∆A E C 0
1 + ω 2τ 2
E t

[7]

Note that the integration boundaries in [7] are EC , EV (valence and conduction band
energy) instead of ± ∞ . This classical approximation is supported by the fact that the
product N t f t (1 − f t ) is usually sharply peaked. It is also supported from a physical
perspective: consider an electron that gains extra energy interacting with a phonon and
could tunnel to a trap with an energy E ≥ EC . This electron will encounter in the
conduction band a sea of states with such energy and it is very unlikely that it would
jump to the trap. Therefore, the probability of an electron tunneling to a trap is negligible

outside the energy gap where it competes with a continuum of empty energy states at
conduction ( E ≥ EC ) or valence band ( E ≤ EV ).
Classical approximations to solve [7] assume that τ depends only on the distance z, and
N t , f t on the energy. Then is possible to integrate [7] in the distance:
tox

∫
0

λ
τ
λ
dz = (tan −1 (ωτ (t ox ) ) − tan −1 (ωτ (0) )) ≅
2 2
ω
4f
1+ω τ

[8]

The last approximation is due to the high dispersion in τ values (i.e. take m* = mass of a
free electron, tox=20Å, ⇒ τ max τ min = 1017 (7)) and shows the classical 1/f dependence of
flicker noise, λ being the tunneling constant. The integration in the energy of [7] can be
carried out with a probability balance generalized to both electrons and holes. A detailed
calculation is presented in (7) the result being:
∞

∫N

t

f t (1 − f t ).dE ≈ N t kT

[9]

0

The simplified result is that:

SN' =
A

1
1 N 1
N t kTλ . = ot .
∆A
f
∆A f

[10]

N ot = N t kTλ in [10] is the equivalent density of oxide traps, a technology parameter to
adjust.
The variations in γ coefficient
It is a known fact that γ in [1] is not exactly 1. Variations in γ are attributed to a nonuniform distribution of traps inside the oxide (8). At this stage τ will still be considered
as depending only on z. Re-writing [7]:

1 ox
4τ
η
S ∆N ' ( w) =
.dz
( z ).
∫
A
∆A 0
1 + ω 2τ 2
t

[11]

To evaluate the influence in γ of a non-uniform trap distribution along the oxide, some
simulations of [11] were performed for the following cases: A) η (z ) constant; B) η (z )
positive exponential; C) η (z ) linear; D) η (z ) negative exponential. The result is shown at
several frequencies in Figure 2.a. The picture demonstrates that the model is still valid for
A, B, C, D with different γ coefficients. In the plot of Figure 2.b, the adjusted values of γ
for different measurements of flicker noise in MOS transistors are shown.
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Figure 2. a) Simulated γ for different trap distributions. b) Adjusted γ for different
measurements. MA is saturated NMOS, W/L=200/16; MB is saturated PMOS,
W/L=200/16; MC is linear region NMOS, W/L=200/16; MD is saturated NMOS,
W/L=40/12.

Simulation of 1/f switched noise
A reduction in flicker noise PSD is expected in switched operation of the MOSFET (2).
Unfortunately, for the calculation of flicker noise in a switched MOS it was not possible
to derive an analytical expression analogous to [5]. Instead the autocorrelation was
calculated using a transient simulation. In other words, for single or multiple traps, their
state was simulated along time, using time steps dt, with selected statistical assumptions.
In this section a general simulation framework for studying 1/f switched noise is
presented.
Simulation of Flicker noise in DC biased Transistors
In deep sub-micron technologies it is possible to see the effect of a single trap usually
referred as Random Telegraph Signal (RTS)(Figure 3.a). The deduction of the PSD of
RTS can be calculated as in [6] but for a single trap. The result is a Lorentzian spectrum,
flat for lower frequencies and decaying with 40dB per decade starting at the frequency fc:

S RTS ( f ) =

4C 2

(τ c + τ e ) ⋅ [(2πf c )

2

+ (2πf )

2

]

,

2πf c =

1

τc

+

1

τe

[12]

We shall denote τc as the mean time before an electron is captured by the trap and τe
as the mean time before it is emitted. This time constants can be related to the
probabilities seen in section II, with τ c = 1 c 0 n s and τ e = 1 e0 . To simplify simulations it
−1

−1

will be assumed τ c = τ e = πf c as in (4). A time-discrete model of a RTS was
implemented in MATLAB. At every time step the probabilities of transition were
calculated as follows:

Pcapture =

TS

Pemission =

,

τc

TS

[13]

τc

Where Ts is the time step of our simulation. In Figure 3.b the simulated and
theoretical PSD of a RTS with a corner frequency of 800 Hz are shown. This simulation
was run 50 times and averaged to reduce error.
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Figure 3. a) Example of a RTS b) Simulated and Theoretical PSD of RTS with fc =
800Hz.
Analogous to [8], to simulate the effect of multiple traps with different time constants,
all traps are assumed statistically independent of each other. The RTS generated by each
trap can then be added to compute the total noise. According to (3) the distribution of fc’s
is log uniform, distributed between fcH and fcL, the highest and lowest fc frequencies of the
traps considered.

g (2πf c ) =

4k B TAt ox N t
f 
2πf c log cH 
 f cL 

[14]

Where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and A the transistor
area. This can be modeled by considering traps in logarithmic steps between fcH and fcL(9).
When multiple traps are considered, the 1/f spectrum is obtained. Figure 4 shows a
simulation of 1/f noise. In this case 30 traps were simulated with fcH= 23 KHz and fcL= 1
Hz, and Ts = 0.01 ms.
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Figure 4. Simulated 1/f noise with 30 traps.
Model for switching 1/f noise
When dealing with switched transistors, the periodically varying effect of turning ‘on’
and ‘off’ the transistor must be considered. When the VGS voltage is reduced, the carrier
density in the channel is reduced as well, and this changes the probabilities of capturing
and emitting electrons by the traps.
When VGS=0, only a few conducting electrons are present in the channel and the
probability of one of them jumping to a trap is negligible. In our simulation, we will
consider that no electron will be captured when the transistor is in the ‘off’ state. On the
other hand, the probability of emission of an electron will increase. We will take into
consideration this increase with a factor, m, as follows (4):

POFFemission = m * PONemission

[15]

Equation [15] is similar to the method of van der Wel et al (4) but simpler because no
electron is captured during the ‘off’ state.
The work by Tian and El Gamal (3) uses the same procedure but with m = ∞. This
model predicts that flicker noise PSD will remain constant at frequencies lower than the
switching frequency. But reported measurements (2) show that although noise is reduced
its PSD still resembles 1/f at lowest frequencies.
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Figure 5. Different simulation of 1/f switched noise showing the effect of varying m.
In Figure 5, different simulations with different values of m are presented. The
reduction of the 1/f noise can thus be explained, and the m parameter can be fitted with
experimental data. The simulations were conducted with the same 30 traps of Figure 4,
and with a switching frequency of 10 KHz, 50% duty cycle.
Reappearance of 1/f noise for lower frequencies
In the last subsection the reduction of flicker noise was explained but the
reappearance of 1/f spectrum for even lower frequencies reported in (2) was not. The
assumption in the previous section was that the emission probabilities of all the traps are
affected by variations of VGS in the same way. That is, the m factor is the same for all
traps. There is no reason for this to be so, and a reasonable hypothesis is to assume that
the traps which are farther from the channel (and so with a lower fc) will be less affected.
In the simulation showed in Figure 6, a simple, but different distribution of values of m
was selected:

100
m( f C ) = 
10

fc > K
fc < K

[16]

With K selected in the simulation of Figure 6, so that only 5 traps will be the less
affected. The result of this new simulation shows the behavior of 1/f noise at lower
frequencies. Although the selected distribution is quite arbitrary, it demonstrates that a
physical model taking into account different m factors leads to results that can explain
observed measurements.
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Figure 6. Simulation using different factors for different traps. The reappearance of 1/f
noise at lower frequencies can be seen.
Duty Cycle dependence
Another interesting effect to investigate by means of simulations, is the reduction of
flicker noise while varying the duty cycle. It is known that this reduction of 1/f noise is
more than one half if the switching is done with a duty cycle of 50%. In figure 7, several
simulations for a single trap with fC = 48 Hz and different values of duty cycle, are shown.
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Figure 7. Reduction of 1/f noise for different duty cycles (dc).

The plot shows the normalized PSD of each trap (normalization means that each
simulated PSD was multiplied by the inverse of the duty cycle) allowing the difference in
shape of the plots to be observed. The reduction is greater as the time the transistor is in
the ‘on’ state is reduced. This simulation was conducted on the conditions of figure 4
with m = 200, large enough to make this effect clear.

CONCLUSIONS
An explicit deduction for flicker noise PSD was presented using SRH statistics and the
autocorrelation formalism in the case of a DC biased transistor. The fluctuation of the γ
coefficient originated by non-uniform trap spatial distribution was investigated.
A general simulation framework for studying flicker noise under switched bias
conditions was presented. The case of a single trap (RTS) was shown, investigating also
the effect of varying the duty cycle of switching. The simulation of several simultaneous
traps lead to the usual 1/f spectrum.
Using the same simulation tools, the impact of considering different behavior for
emission probabilities of the traps along the oxide while switching, was studied. To
model the effect, a space-dependant m factor relating emission probabilities during ‘on’
and ‘off’ state was assumed. The result of simulations allowed the observation, at the
lowest frequencies, of an increasing PSD resembling the original 1/f spectrum. This
behavior has been observed in previously reported measurements however not yet
correctly addressed by existing switched MOSFET flicker noise models.
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ABSTRACT
Due to the extremely low amplitude of the input signals, the
design of electro-neurgo-graph (ENG) amplifiers normally
involves special care for flicker and thermal noise reduction. The
task becomes really challenging in the case of implantable
devices, because power consumption is restricted to few tens µW.
In this paper, two different circuit techniques aimed to reduce
flicker and thermal noise, in ultra-low noise amplifiers for
implantable electronics are demonstrated. In both cases circuit
design and measurement results are presented, showing an
excellent performance in circuit simplicity, and noise to power
consumption trade-off. The first circuit is a very simple Gm-C
chopper low-pass amplifier for flicker noise cancellation. It
consumes only 28mW, with a measured input referred noise and
offset of 1.2 nV Hz , and 2.5µV, respectively. For the reduction
of thermal noise with minimum power consumption, in the second
circuit, a ultra-low noise amplifier, a energy-efficient DC-DC
downconverter, and low voltage design techniques are combined.
Measured input referred noise in this case was 5,5 nV Hz at
only 380µW power consumption. Both circuits were fabricated in
a 1,5 micron technology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

research laboratories is nowadays being investigated, is to enable
neural signals (electro-neuro-graph or ENG) to be used as inputs
in the control feedback of neuroprosthetic systems [1]. ENG
signals are registered from electrodes placed around nerves and
may be used instead of a wide variety of artificial sensors in
implants. Microelectronics technology is steadily contributing to
develop this group of medical devices, and in recent years there
has been a considerable research effort in the development of
integrated amplifiers for ENG [1-4]. The main challenges are: the
extremely low noise required for amplifying µV range signals,
and the ultra-low power consumption specified for implantable
electronics since they are normally battery powered. Power
consumption is the main restriction for the development of such
amplifiers. On the other hand, circuits must be extremely reliable
because they may be life supporting devices for the patient. ENG
signals range from a few Hz to a few kHz; an amplifier requires
an input referred noise of a few nV Hz , a high gain, and a high
CMRR [1,4]. In this paper the focus will be on noise.
The main sources of electrical noise in the frequency span of
biological signals –apart from coupling noise- are thermal and
flicker noise of the circuit elements at the input stage. For a MOS
transistor, thermal noise current model is in general not
questioned its PSD being (the PSD of the noise current in parallel
with the transistor) [5]:

S i _ th ( f ) = γk B Tg m

B.7.1 [Integrated Circuits]: Types and Design Style –
Input/output circuits, VLSI.

General Terms
Design.

Keywords
Analog design, CMOS, low-power, low-noise.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most implantable neuroprostheses are stimulators of the nervous
system. The main improvement that, in both the industry and
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Where

(1)

k B is the Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute

temperature, g m is the transistor’s transconductance, n ≈ 1 is the
slope factor, γ = 2, or 8/3 in strong an weak inversion
respectively [5]. Although some existing flicker noise models
may cause misleading results, as pointed in [5] the application of
the empirical model for flicker noise:

Si _ 1 / f ( f ) =

q 2 N ot g m2 1
⋅
'2
f
WLCox

(2)

is an accurate approximation of a physical noise model in all the
operation regions of the transistor. q is the charge of the electron,
'
W , L, C ox
are the transistor width, length, and oxide capacitance

per unit area respectively. N ot is the effective number of traps, a
technology parameter to adjust. Integrating (1), (2) in the
frequency band of interest in a continuous time amplifier, input

Table I: Reported results of ENG amplifiers.
Filter Band

Supply
Voltage

Area

Noise

Power

Type

Technology

ζ [nV.Hz-1/2.mW1/2]

1 mW

Non-chopped

0.7 µm

5.1

100-5KHz

5V

1.1 mm2 5.1 nVHz-1/2

Uranga et al [3]

DC-3K

5V

2.7 mm2 6.6 nVHz-1/2 1.3 mW

Chopper

0.7 µm

7.52

Gosselin et al [2]

100-5KHz

1.8 V

30 nVHz-1/2

Chopper

0.18 µm

4.74

Sacristan et al [4]

---

referred noise result a combination of power consumption and
area constrains [5]:

vn rms ≈

A
gm

+

Thermal
noise

B
W .L

=

A
B
⋅ ID +
gm I D
W .L

(3)

Flicker
noise

In (3), vn rms is the input referred rms noise voltage, g m is
transconductance of the input pair. A, B, are constants depending
on frequency band, technology parameters, and the number of
transistors introducing noise at the input branch. As pointed in
[4,5] low input noise requires: a large bias current for a large g m
to reduce thermal noise; and a large W,L for flicker noise
reduction. Multiplying and dividing by the drain current I D the
first term, it is simple to conclude that to minimize thermal noise
with a fixed current budget, input transistors should be biased in
weak inversion (WI) to maximize the ratio g m I D . At WI

g m I D ≈ 25; further noise reduction necessarily require for the
designer an increase of the bias current and thus power
consumption. To reduce flicker noise, as huge as possible
transistors can be utilized at the input. A more elegant solution, is
the use of known circuit techniques like autozero or chopping [6]
that also contribute to offset cancellation. Chopper amplifier has
been extensively used in ENG recording, and is suitable to
preserve a reduced area for example in the case of multi-channel
nerve signal recording [2]. However, a complex chopper topology
increases also area, and power consumption. For example, bandpass filter tuning [6] adds an extra circuit demanding a
considerable silicon area. Most reported complex chopper
topologies, aim to reducing residual offset. On the other hand, for
ENG applications offset cancellation is a byproduct of flicker
noise reduction techniques. Thus simpler architectures are the
better option, suitable to remove flicker noise, but simple enough
to achieve the lowest possible power and die area budget.
This paper presents some guidelines for the design process, and
measurement results on fabricated ENG oriented circuits, for the
reduction of flicker and thermal noise with minimum power
consumption. Firstly, a very simple chopper circuit is shown. The
topology has been previously proposed in [7], in this work a
circuit design for ENG specifications is presented as well as
measurement results are shown. Less than 2nV/√Hz input referred

25 µW

noise, and only 2.5µV input offset were measured while the
circuit contains only 15 transistors including chopper modulators.
In section 3, thermal noise is addressed, and a technique for
thermal noise reduction is proposed. The idea is simple: as
depicted in eq.(3) thermal noise is inversely proportional to bias
current, not to power consumption. Lowering the supply voltage
with a energy-efficient DC-DC converter and using low voltage
circuit techniques, bias current can be increased without an
increase in power consumption. A circuit with the same
specifications of [4] is presented in section 3, but dividing the
supply voltage by 3 with an 80% efficient DC-DC, power
consumption is reduced to approximately 1/3rd without a
significant loose in performance. The circuit consumes only
380µW power with a measured input referred noise of 0,5µVrms
in the band of interest, from 0.1 to 5kHz.

1.1 A figure of merit
A careful chopper design makes possible to push most flicker
noise energy out of the band of interest. Regarding thermal noise,
it appears useful to define a figure of merit that allows comparing
two different low noise amplifier realizations. It should be noted
that if all the transistors in two low noise circuits of similar
topology, are assumed to operate in the same inversion level
(ideally WI), and the circuits have the same supply voltage, the
input referred noise voltage is related to power consumption in
both circuits (1),(3):

v n1 ( f )
=
vn2 ( f )
Where vnx ( f ) =

PSD

[ nV

P2
P1

(4)

Hz ] is the noise voltage

( vn ( f ) = vn in the case of thermal noise ) and Px is the power
consumption of each circuit. Equation (4) shows that to reduce the
noise voltage by 5, power consumption has to be increased by 25,
and so on. Observing (4), it is possible to define the following
figure of merit:

ζ = vn ⋅ P

(5)

A lower ζ indicates a more efficient low-noise circuit for the
task of amplifying signals at the minimum power consumption.
For example, compare the circuits listed in table I corresponding
to several reported ENG amplifiers. Note that although the
circuits show rather different figures of power consumption and

input noise, their efficiency in the sense of (5) is very similar in
the three cases.

2. A CHOPPER AMPLIFIER FOR ENG
FLICKER NOISE AND OFFSET REDUCTION.
The proposed chopper amplifier is shown in Fig.1. The input
−1
signal vin is chopped at a frequency f ch - period Tch = f ch
and then amplified on each phase through two independent Gm-C

vout1 , vout 2

are further

amplified by means of a low-pass filter (LPF) to remove residual
frequency components above the band of interest.

vOut

is the

output signal. The square wave m(t ) switches the modulators. vn
represents a parasitic voltage source like for example input noise
or offset. The circuit is extremely simple: just two
transconductors, two capacitors, and an output low pass filter.
Even Gm2 can be substituted by an integrated resistor, and the
output low-pass is not essential (it was placed just to provide a
‘clean’ output signal).
Because the input signal vin is chopped, both branches are
amplifying roughly the same signal, but with opposite sign. Their
output is then subtracted, the result being vout ( f ) = H ( f )vin ( f ) .
On the other hand, noise and offset voltage at the input vn are
amplified with equal sign and then subtracted. To guarantee a
proper noise cancellation, the hypothesis is that the signal vn
does not change too much from one phase to another of the
chopper. This is true for offset, and flicker noise (if f ch >> f )
but unfortunately not in the case of thermal noise [7]. The factor 2
of the capacitor in (6) is the result of switching the
transconductances at a 50% duty cycle [7].

G
1
H (ω ) = m1 ⋅
Gm 2 [1 + jω 2C Gm 2 ]

The nominal chopper frequency is 20 KHz. The nominal gain is
70, and input signals of up to 1mV were measured. The circuit
was fabricated in a 1.5µm technology. In Fig.2 the measured gain
vs. frequency of the amplifier is presented, and in table II
measured results are shown.

(6)

The circuit was designed to amplify ENG signals with amplitudes
greater than 1µVp in the band from 100 to 5KHz, with noise
initially specified as less than 5 nV Hz . The gain of this first
stage must be at least 50, while further amplification can be
obtained in successive stages. Additionally, a high CMRR
(~90dB) is expected. As pointed in section 1, the best option is to
operate in weak inversion. Unfortunately unless very low currents
are used, this results in a high W/L ratio increasing the transistor
area. In our case a maximum value of W/L = 100 was selected to
prioritize a reduced area. L was chosen as the minimum allowed.
Gm1 was implemented as a standard symmetrical OTA using 8
transistors, with a total occupied area of less than 0.04 mm2,
including the switching transistors for signal commutation. A

40

30
Gain (dB)

low pass filters. The intermediate signals

3.4mA bias current was selected, large enough to guarantee a
reduced thermal noise according to (3). Gm2 was substituted by an
integrated poly resistance of 62KΩ. The output capacitors were
calculated to set the low-pass filter pole at 5kHz. The two 300pF
double poly capacitors were integrated in the chip, increasing the
total area to 1 mm2.

20

Simulated
Measured
10
10

100

1000

Frequency (Hz)

Table II: Measured and simulated results
Figure 2: Measured and simulated Gain vs frequency.
Simulated
Measured
Gain

70

80

5 kHz

5 kHz

CMRR

(*)

88 dB

V. noise

4 nV/Hz1/2

1,2 nV/Hz1/2

Bandwidth

Consumption

28 mW

Supply

5V
1,0 mm2

Area
Offset

(*)

2.5 µV

0,04 mm2
Active area
(*)
In a chopper, residual offset as well as CMRR,
involve several complex phenomena (coupling,
etc.) that are difficult to simulate.

2.1 Considerations about the results
Although the power consumption of the amplifier is still high (28
mW), both supply voltage and bias current can be reduced

Figure 1: Topology of the proposed Gm-C amplifier. m(t) is
the clock signal and m* is the complementary clock.

without increasing noise, by increasing W/L ratio of the transistors
pushing them closer to weak inversion. Since most of the area of
our circuit is used by the integrated capacitors (more than 90 %),
increasing the area of the transistors will result in a slightly
increase of the total area.

and thermal noise, and also have a large area to reduce flicker
noise and offset. The transfer function of the circuit in Fig.4(c) is:

H( f ) =

j 2πf +

Using the figure of merit in (5), for this amplifier ζ = 5.8

nV ⋅ mW

Rg mpd ⋅ j 2πf

(7)

ng mpd
2C

-3

is the differential pair Mpd
where gmpd = 2,2x10 S
transconductance, R=50kΩ and C=2,2µF. Theoretical gain is
GDC=110 with low-pass cut-off frequency at fc=100Hz.

Hz close to the reported values in table I.

2.2 Circuit Layout
The Gm-C chopper amplifier as well as the one in Section 3, were
designed and fabricated in a 1.5µm technology. In Fig.3 the
layout of the both amplifiers is presented.

3.IBat

IBat

VCC ≈ ⅓VBat

DC/DC

VBat

Preamp
(a)
Cfly1

VBat

(b)
(c)

Cfly2

Cfly3

CLK

GND

Csto

(b)
GND

VCC

VCC

VCC

Mpp1

Mpp2

1:100

(a)
Figure 3: Layout of fabricated circuits. (a) GmC Chopper
amplifier of section 2, including integrated capacitors. (b) Low
noise preamplifier of section 3 is used in conjunction with (c) a
charge pump DC-DC converter, using external capacitors.

(c)

GND
+
Vin

IBias
I

3. THERMAL NOISE REDUCTION
Thermal noise is inversely proportional to bias current (2), thus by
reducing the supply voltage by means of a DC-DC converter
(efficiency close to 100%), it is possible to keep the same bias
current of an amplifier (and thus thermal noise) but reducing the
power consumption of the battery (see Fig.4(a)). To demonstrate
the technique, in this work a low-noise amplifier with the same
topology of the one in [4] is presented, but supply voltage is
reduced by a factor of 3 (to only 1.8V). The DC-DC converter is
shown in Fig.4(b), it is a charge-pump downcoverter, with 3
external Cfly capacitors that are periodically charged in series, and
then transfer charge in parallel to a storage capacitor Csto. The
preamplifier is shown in Fig.4(c), and transistor sizes were
optimized to operate at low voltage in the same 1.5µ technology.
The input transistors operate in WI to reduce saturation voltage

C

IBiasI
VCC

-

Vin
Mpd1

Vref

R

Mpd2

R

+
Vout

1:100
GND

-

Vout
Mpn1

Mpn2

GND

GND

Figure 4: a) Block diagram of the amplifier of section 3.
b) DC-DC converter, VBAT=5,4V, Vout=1,8V, Cfly*=100nF,
Csto=10µF and fCLK=30kHz. c) Preamplifier. IBias=1µA.
For transistor sizing, first it is necessary to examine the noise
contribution at the input, of each pair of transistors in Fig.4(c), the
result being:

2Sipd ( f )
70

gm2

Svinp ( f ) = Svind ( f )
Svinn ( f ) = Svind ( f )

g ms 2

60

(8)

( g ms + 16π C f )
2

2

gm R

2

2

2

50

2

H( f )

40

2

To deduce (8) all of Mpd, Mpp, Mpn, in Fig.4(c) are supposed to be
equal in size, and as depicted in Fig.4(c) all have the same bias
current. Svind ( f ), Svinp ( f ), Svinn ( f ) , are the input referred noise

Gain

Svind ( f ) =

Measured
Simulated

20

10

voltage caused by the noise introduced in the circuit respectively
by the differential pair Mpd, PMOS mirror Mpp, and NMOS mirror
Mpn. g m , g ms are the gate, and source transconductance of the
differential pair respectively. S ipd ( f

30

0
10

) is the noise current of Mpd

(can be calculated using (1),(2)). Integrating (8) in frequency one
arrives to the conclusion that the noise contribution of the NMOS
current source and the differential pair is nearly the same, but the
noise introduced by the PMOS current has little impact on total
input noise. So to fix transistor size, the PMOS noise contribution
is neglected. Then, the differential pair, and NMOS mirror will be
of the same size, L is selected as three times the minimum channel
length, and W is chosen enough large to guarantee that flicker and
thermal noise are the same in the band of interest. According to an
existing current budget IBias (Fig.4(c)) is 1µA so the bias current
of each transistor is 100µA. In table III, a summary of each
transistor size is shown.

Table III. Transistor size (W,L in microns), NMOS current
source, PMOS current source, differential pair.
NMOS CS

PMOS CS

D.Pair

W=14826

W=3760

W=14826

L=4,5

L=4,5

L=4,5

100

1k

10k

Frecuency (Hz)
Figure 5: Preamplifier transfer function, simulated (line) and
measured (triangles)

Using

ζ

as defined in (5), the amplifier here presented has an

figure of merit ζ = 2.1 nV ⋅ mW Hz (preamplifier is
connected to the DC-DC converter). Comparing to table I, the
figure of merit of [4] has been improved by a factor 2,4 , just by
using the voltage reduction technique in a 1.5µ technology.

Table IV: Simulated and measured results.
(*)

DC-DC converter included
Simulated Measured

Cut-off frequency

82 Hz

60 Hz

Preamplifier Gain

62

60

-----

58 dB

0.5µVrms

0.54µVrms

-----

380µW

1.76 V

1.72 V

85 %

80 %

3.1 Considerations about the results

CMRR

In Fig.5 the simulated and measured transfer function of the
preamplifier is shown. The measured DC gain is much less than
expected in (7) because the channel resistance rds of the NMOS
current source is close to R value. Some of the signal current
flows through the NMOS instead of R, lowering the gain form
100 to 60 approximately. A list of measured and simulated
characteristics is presented in table IV. The results show a input
noise similar to the amplifier in [4]. It is still necessary to
investigate the origin of the still poor measured CMRR.

Input noise (100-5kHz)
Power consumption
DC-DC output
Efficiency DC-DC

(*)

4. CONCLUSIONS
Two circuit techniques were investigated, for the design of ultralow noise amplifiers for ENG recording in implantable
applications. First a very simple Gm-C chopper amplifier was
successfully employed to eliminate flicker noise, measurement
results include only 2.5µV input offset, only 1.2 nV Hz input
noise, a high CMRR, all at 28mW power consumption. For
thermal noise reduction, an integrated preamplifier was
successfully tested with low power supply (1,8V), and using a
efficient DC-DC converter to generate the supply voltage.
Measurement results include only 5.5 nV Hz input noise, at

only 380µW power consumption, a result almost 2 ½ times more
efficient than other reported amplifiers for the same purpose.
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On the evaluation of the exact output of a
switched continuous time filter and applications.
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Abstract—In this paper a study of the operation of switched
continuous time filters (SCTF), defined as continuous time filters
with elements that are alternatively switched on and off in the
signal path, is conducted. A well-known example is the use of
switched resistors to multiply their value, but the universe of
applications is wider. First a detailed calculation of the output of
a SCTF in the frequency domain, which allows the examination
of any SCTF in a general framework, is presented. This result
particularly explains the resistor multiplication effect. Three
application examples using switched elements are presented and
examined as SCTFs: a non-ideal Sample & Hold, a switched
active filter that is tuned by varying the duty-cycle of the
switching, and a switched Gm-C filter to implement a chopper
amplifier. In all cases the theoretical background allows the
examination of circuit behavior and limitations, and the analysis
is supported by measurements or transient simulations.
Index Terms— continuous time filters, filter theory, frequency
domain analysis, switched systems, analog processing circuits

I. INTRODUCTION AND SWITCHED CONTINUOUS TIME FILTER
DEFINITION

T

HE difference between a continuous-time (e.g. Gm-C),
and a sampled-signal (e.g. switched capacitor) analog
filter, is that the former processes the whole continuous time
signal, while the latter perform calculations using discretetime analog samples and state variables. Now consider for
example an active bandpass filter, built with operational
amplifiers, capacitors, and resistors, but the capacitors have an
ideal switch in series to connect/disconnect them from the
filter at regular time intervals. If the capacitors are connected,
the filter acts like a continuous time one; but when the
switches are open the capacitors preserve their charge and the
output of the filter is assumed to remain constant. Although
the output and state variables inside the filter are held, the
filter is clearly not a sampled-signal one because calculations
are not performed between samples. When the passive
elements are connected, the filter is continuous-time, and
during hold time no filtering takes place, only the state of the
filter is kept in an analog memory. This filter is an example of
Manuscript received December 23, 2006. This work was supported in part
by FCE - Uruguay under Grant 2004/10057.
Alfredo Arnaud is with the Electrical Engineering Department, Catholic
University, Montevideo, CP11800, Uruguay, (phone: (5982)4872717 ext.407;
e-mail: aarnaud@ucu.edu.uy).
Matías R. Míguez is with the Electrical Engineering Department, Catholic
University, Montevideo, CP11800, Uruguay, (e-mail: meiyas@ieee.org).

what will be referred to a switched continuous time filter
(SCTF) and the objective of this work is to examine their
operation in a general framework. SCTF examples may
include the switched operation of Gm-C, Mosfet-C, active or
passive filters. Switched operation of filters is not infrequent.
Sometimes, switched operation of analog filters is inherent to
system architecture. For example a non-ideal Sample & Hold
that does not accurately sample the signal on each sampling
time is better represented by a simple R-C switched filter; this
case is examined in section III-A. Switched operation of filters
has been studied in the past ([1],[2],[3]) using different
approximations, so a novel circuit technique is not being here
presented. SCTFs do not necessarily offer an advantage, for
example, over switched-capacitor filters. But the theoretical
background in this paper will provide a general tool, to study
the behavior and limitations of any SCTF in the frequency
domain, and to determine whether is a suitable solution in a
given circuit. The impact of noise and aliasing can be
calculated, as well as the transfer function of the circuit, thus
allowing the designer to evaluate SCTFs in each particular
circumstance. Three helpful, simple, SCTF circuits are
examined in section III to demonstrate the use of the
developed tool.
Consider a linear, continuous time filter H ( f ) , and an input
signal x(t ) ↔ X ( f ) (in the time and frequency domain
respectively). The output signal will be X ( f ) ⋅ H ( f ) as
represented in Fig.1(a). A switched continuous time filter
operates alternating “active” time slots with “hold” time slots.
During an “active” time slot the filter is normally connected in
the signal path. During “hold” time, all the state variables
inside the filter are kept constant. The filter may be either GmC, R-C, combined, active or passive, etc, but the requirement
is that the elements with memory inside the filter, like the
capacitors in Fig.1(c), preserve their condition during “hold”
time. A control input to the filter sets it to “hold” or “active”
depending on the value of the control signal m(t ) ; if m(t ) =1
the filter is active, if m(t ) =0 the filter is on hold. For the sake
of simplicity m(t ) is considered as a pulse train of frequency
f S and width τ . The switching frequency will be referred as
f S , TS = f S−1 will be the switching period, and τ the pulse
width.

m(t ) =

∞

∑ p(t − nT

n = −∞

S

)

(1)
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aliasing, and the use of switches that may introduce coupling
noise and increase power consumption. This work does not
claim overall benefits of SCTFs over other circuit techniques,
instead the objective is to develop a valuable tool for its
analysis. Whether a SCTF as a circuit technique is useful or
optimum, depends on each different situation and design
constraints.
In the following section the detailed calculation of the
output of a SCTF is developed. In Section III, three different
examples of SCTF use are presented. The first is a non-ideal
Sample & Hold with very short sampling time, the second is
an active filter with switched resistors to control the frequency
response, and the third is a switched Gm-C filter to implement
a chopper amplifier. The three examples take advantage in one
way or another of switched operation to achieve an
improvement in circuit performance.

X(f)H(f)

H(f)

(a)
m(t)

X(f)

XOut(f)

H(f)

(b)

TS
m(t)

CONTROL

τ

t

Gmi

INPUT
XIn(t)

H(f)
Ri

II. CALCULATION OF THE OUTPUT OF A SCTF IN THE
FREQUENCY DOMAIN.

Ci OUTPUT
XOut(t)

A SCTF is not a time-invariant system so it is not possible
to define a transfer function H SCTF ( f ) such that the output

Cj

of the filter can be calculated as X ( f ) ⋅ H SCTF ( f ) . However

(c)
Fig. 1. (a) Continuous time filter, (b) switched continuous time filter
(SCTF), (c) SCTF inside.

with

p (t ) = 0 if t > τ 2 ,
↔

p (t ) = 1 if t < τ 2

P ( f ) = τ ⋅ sinc(τ ⋅ f )

(2)

the sinc function is defined as usual:
sin(π ⋅ z )
sinc(z ) =
. The output signal x Out (t ) ↔ X Out ( f ) in
π ⋅z
Fig.1(b) is different from the case in Fig.1(a) and the objective
of this work is to calculate X Out ( f ) in terms of
where

X ( f ), H ( f ), TS , τ .
An intuitive example of a switched filter is the use of
switched resistors [2],[3]. It is a well-known result that
resistors multiply their value by the inverse of the duty cycle
of the control signal m(t ) , and the filter with switched
resistors will approximately suffer a frequency displacement
of its transfer function. If the resistor is examined not as an
isolated element but as part of a SCTF, it can be demonstrated
that the resistor multiplication is the result of a frequency
scaling effect, proportional to the duty cycle τ TS of the
switching, that takes place in every SCTF. The frequency
scaling effect may be exploited to integrate filters with large
time constants. Other advantages may include the reduction of
the power consumption because the active elements in the
filter can be turned off during hold time, or even shared
between different filters as pointed in [1]. SCTF operation
may also allow control over the filter parameters by means of
duty cycle. Disadvantages include the possible existence of

it is possible to calculate the output X Out ( f ) of Fig.1(b) in
the same way that is possible to write the output of an ideal
Sample & Hold (a classical result of a not time-invariant
system). Note that state variables in the SCTF are continuous
in time, and they are modified only during the “active” time.
Let y denote the vector containing the state variables of the
filter. The value of the input signal during “hold” time is not
relevant for the calculation of y (t ) . It is only necessary to
solve the differential equations of the filter on each “active”

((

)

(

))

time interval nTS − τ 2 < t < nTS + τ 2 , assuming as the
initial condition the value of the state variables at the end of
the previous “active” time interval. That is:

y ( nTS − τ 2 ) = y ((n − 1)TS + τ 2 ) .

(3)

Therefore, to calculate the output it is possible to
“compress” all the “active” time intervals side by side, and
then solve the differential equations of the filter in a single
step.
Consider the input of the SCTF x(t ) in Fig.2(a), and the
chopped signal x Ch (t ) in Fig.2(b) defined as the result of
multiplying
x(t ).m(t ) .
The
compressed
signal
x Comp (t ) ↔ X Comp ( f ) is defined as in Fig.2(c), placing
together the pieces of x(t ) corresponding to “active” time
slots. An intermediate auxiliary function x I (t ) is defined as
the convolution between x Comp (t ) and the impulse response
h(t ) of the continuous time filter that is being switched:

x I (t ) = xComp (t ) ∗ h(t ) .

(4)
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3

x(t)

X Ch ( f ) =
(a)

∞

τ

∑ sinc(nτf ). X ( f − nf ) ,

.

TS

S

(6)

S

−∞

The “compressed” signal xComp (t ) of Fig.2(c) where the

t

hold times have been removed in x Ch (t ) can be expressed as:

xCh(t)

x Comp (t ) =

∞

∑ p(t − nτ ).x(t + n(T

S

− τ ))

(7)

n = −∞

(b)

The Fourier transform of (7) is as follows:

t
xComp(t)

X Comp ( f ) =

∑ [sinc((− f .( τ
∞

τ
TS

.

n = −∞

t

(d)

t

∞

∑e

− j 2 nπTu

=

n = −∞

XOut(t)

)]

1 ∞ 
1
δ u − n  .
.
T n =−∞ 
T

∑

(9)

aliasing may occur if the bandwidth of the input signal is
larger than f S 2 . Also note the frequency scaling by a factor

(e) A

t
Fig. 2. Evaluation process for the output of a SCTF: (a) input signal (b)
chopped signal (c) compressed signal (d) intermediate signal (e) output
signal for "active" time slots (A) and "hold" time slots (B).

τ TS

when evaluating the input signal spectrum. The

intermediate signal X I ( f ) is then calculated:

X I ( f ) = X Comp ( f ).H ( f )
Now x I (t ) contains all the necessary information to calculate

y (t ) and the output of the filter xOut (t ) . In effect, (4) solves
the filter’s equations for all active times incorporating the
condition stated in (3). xOut (t ) can be easily calculated by the
inverse of the “compression” process as depicted in Fig.2(e).
The output is the pieces of x I (t ) during “active” time (A)
and the output of the filter is assumed to be a state variable
that does not change during “hold” time (B).
The frequency domain representation of the chopped signal
is a classical calculation. Applying Fourier transform to:

x Ch (t ) =

(8)

In (9), δ () is the Dirac Delta function. Note in (8) that

B
A

))

For the sake of simplicity, in this equation as well as in (14),
and (17), several detailed steps to compute the Fourier
transform were omitted. These steps include the use of Fourier
transform and convolution definition, time delay and scale
change properties of the Fourier transform, and the sum of
infinite exponential terms [4]:

xI =
xComp(t)*h(t)

B

)

− 1 + nf S .τ

⋅ X f . TτS − nf S

(c)

A

(

TS

XI ( f ) =

(

τ
TS

⋅

(10)

∑ [sinc[(− f ⋅ ( τ − 1)+ nf )τ ]
∞

n = −∞

)

⋅ X f . TτS − nf S .H ( f )

]

TS

S

(11)

The exact output X Out ( f ) is the sum of two components:

xOut (t ) = xOutA (t ) + xOutB (t ) ↔
X Out ( f ) = X OutA ( f ) + X OutB ( f )

(12)

∞

∑ p(t − nT

n = −∞

X Ch ( f ) is obtained:

S

).x(t ) ,

(5)

that have to be calculated separately. x OutA (t ) corresponds to
the output of the filter in the “active” time slots and is
calculated by the inverse of the “compression” process in
Fig.2(e). xOutB (t ) corresponds to the output of the filter in the
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“hold” time slots and holds the value of x OutA (nTS + τ 2 ) in
the last “active” time.

x OutA (t ) =

∞

∑ p(t − nT

S

).x I (t − n(TS − τ ) ) .

(13)

n = −∞

G SCTF ( f ) = Vout ( f ).δ ( f ) .

∞

n
 T
sinc( f (τ − TS ) + n ). X I  f S − 
 τ τ
n = −∞

∑

(14)

xOutB (t ) it is necessary to define an

For the calculation of

auxiliary function p' (t ) first:

p ' (t ) = 1 if (0 < t < (TS − τ )) ,

↔

p ' (t ) = 0 elsewhere

P' ( f ) = (TS − τ ).sinc((TS − τ ) f ).e − jπf (TS −τ ) .

(15)

∞

∑ δ  t − nT

S

n = −∞

  T −τ
⋅ x I  τ  t + S
2
 TS 

⋅

∞

∑ (− 1) . X

n = −∞

TS − τ

τ

n

I

(16)

.sinc((TS − τ ) f )

 TS

 .( f − nf S )
τ



(17)

Equations (11,12,14,17) allow to compute the exact output
signal of the SCTF in terms of the continuous time filter
transfer function H ( f ) , the input signal X ( f ) , and the
switching parameters TS ,τ .
The input signal is scaled up in frequency (8) and down
(14),(17); but H ( f ) in (10) is not scaled. Roughly in
(10),(11), is being filtered a frequency-scaled version of the
input signal that is then downscaled. From another point of
view, neglecting the effect of the modulating sinc functions in
(11) to (17) and the effect of the aliasing (n=0):

X Out ( f ) ≈ X ( f ).H

( .f )
TS

τ

(18)

The filter H ( f ) has been scaled to low frequency by a
factor τ TS . In (18) the effect of resistor multiplication in the
case of a switched R-C filter can be clearly appreciated.

Vout ( f ) ≈ G SCTF ( f ) ⋅ vin ( f )

(20)

Aliasing cannot be neglected under every circumstance and
whether the approximation in (20) is valid or not has to be
determined on each particular SCTF case. But if the input
signal is band-limited below f S 2 , then (20) is valid also

f < f S 2 , X In ( f ) = 0 otherwise. In [5] there are some

Equation (16) has a Fourier transform:

X OutB ( f ) =

G SCTF ( f ) represents a pseudo-transfer function for the
system because neglecting the effect of aliasing, the output is:

with a computer program, adding a limited number of terms in
(11),(14),(17), and using an input signal X In ( f ) = e i 2πf for

− τ 
2



  ∗ p' (t )  .



(19)

below f S 2 . For a given SCTF, G SCTF ( f ) can be calculated

Then the output at hold time can be expressed as:

xOutB (t ) =

Although a transfer function in the sense of a linear, timeinvariant system, cannot be defined, it is possible to work with
the function G SCTF ( f ) , defined as the output at frequency f of
the SCTF when a pure sine-wave of unity amplitude
v in (t ) = sin (2πft ) is applied at the input:

The Fourier transform being:

X OutA ( f ) =

A. SCTF transfer function

examples of computer routines to work with the equations
described above, including the calculation of G SCTF ( f ) .

B. Noise discussion
Output noise in a continuous time filter is calculated by
adding the noise contribution of all the elements in the filter at
the output, [6], [7]. In the case of a SCTF it is necessary to
sum each noise source, but also each one passes through a
SCTF to the output. Consequently noise aliasing may result in
a significant contribution if the noise it is not band-limited in
some way. Fortunately this limit is normally embedded in the
filter, and the equations (11),(14),(17) contain all the
information required for noise calculation. An important
difference to note is that noise is usually expressed in terms of
its power spectral density (PSD), thus the coefficients
multiplying X ( f ) in (11) to (17) are squared (a similar
procedure is used in [8] to calculate noise in autozero and
chopper amplifiers).
It should be pointed out that if aliasing effect is neglected,
the approximation in (18) may be employed for the transfer
function from a given noise source to the output. But if not
(for example white noise), the appropriate amount of terms
have to be summed in (11),(14),(17) when numerically
evaluating noise contributions with a computer. An example
of noise analysis in a SCTF is described in section III.C .
C. Stability and distortion
If a circuit is either stable or not, is not determined by the
input signal being applied. Thus switched operation of a filter
does not affect stability. In effect, for an arbitrary initial
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perturbation, the non-switched system response is equal to
x I (t ) in Fig.2. So the solution of the differential equations of
a system will be stable or not, even if the differential equation
set is solved in a single step, or applying the time-domain
partition-compression of Fig.2.
A SCTF adds some distortion to the signal in the sense that
the input may be affected by sinc functions that are not
constant with frequency. Also harmonics appear by the effect
of aliasing. Both effects are considered in the above developed
theory, and no extra distortion appears if switches are assumed
to be ideal ones. The detailed analysis of a SCTF included in
this section, may help to design a proper equalizer if
necessary.
TS
m(t)

τ

v In (t )

vOut (t )
C

(a)

m(t)
RON

v In (t )

vOut (t )
C

(b)

In this section three different simple circuits to demonstrate
the accuracy, and illustrate the application of the developed
equations, are presented.

A. Non-ideal Sample & Hold
MOS Sample & Hold (S&H) circuits are all based in the
elementary analog switch and capacitor structure shown in
Fig.3(a). During sample time, the switch is closed for a time
τ so the capacitor is charged to the input voltage. Then the
switch is opened and the output remains unchanged. As
depicted in Fig.3(b), the circuit can be seen as a switched R-C
filter. The resistor RON is the on-resistance of the MOS
switch. The usual approximation is to consider the sampling
time τ large enough to guarantee accurate samples every time
the switch is closed [9]. But if the time τ is too short or the
time constant RONC is too large, the S&H becomes non-ideal
and it cannot accurately follow abrupt changes of the input
signal (see Fig.3(c)). Considering that the switch of Fig.3(b) is
closed at a time t, and assuming a constant input v In during
sampling time, the relative error ε of the final sampled output
vOut (t + τ ) is:
−τ
v In − vOut (t + τ ) 
RON C
= 1− e
ε=

v In − vOut (t )


v In (t )
vOut (t )
(c)
Fig. 3. A Mosfet-C Sample & Hold as a SCTF: (a) Circuit (b) Switched
RON-C model (c) If the capacitor is not fully charged on each sampling time,
the S&H can still follow the input. The gap between input and output is
reduced on each sample.
.


.



(21)

For an integrated S&H, ε may be for example 40% or
larger. Fig.3(c) shows, however, that in successive
approximations between samples the S&H can accurately
follow an input signal provided its bandwidth B is much less
than the sampling frequency f S . This case of an
oversampling S&H ( f S > B ) has been valuable in a
micropower accelerometer signal conditioning circuit [10].
The output of the non-ideal S&H will be calculated using
SCTF background. TS >> τ is assumed for simplicity, thus

1.0

0.9

Normalized Output

III. EXAMPLES OF USE

only X OutB has to be computed in (12). When τ → 0 it is

0.8

possible to reduce (11),(17) to:

0.7

X OutB ( f ) ≈ sinc( f .TS )

0.6

⋅

Calculated
Measured
Ideal S&H
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0
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Frequency [Hz]

∞

 ∞
T
(−1) n ⋅ H  S ⋅ ( f − nf S ) ⋅
X ( f − mf S ) . (22)
 m = −∞
τ
n = −∞

∑

∑

Equation (22) is widely general for any SCTF where
TS >> τ . In this case (22) is evaluated using the R-C lowpass transfer function:

Fig. 4. Magnitude of the pseudo-transfer function of a non-ideal SCTF for
f S =125Hz, τ = 0.1ms, RON = 3.9kΩ. The dashed line is classical result for
the ideal S&H: sinc( f ⋅ TS ) .

H( f ) =

1
.
1 + j 2πRON Cf

(23)
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f S =125Hz, τ =.1ms. The continuous line is G SCTF ( f ) as
described at the end of Section II.A. From Fig.4, note that
although the error on each sample ε approximates 60% (21),
an input signal of 7Hz is attenuated less than 10%. The dashed
line in Fig.4 is the usual sinc modulating function of the ideal
S&H [4]. For the non-ideal S&H, the SCTF theory allows for
the calculation of the exact distortion, which can be equalized
later in the signal path (a usual practice for the ideal S&H).
Apart from the above described SCTF analysis, there are
other possible approaches to examine this circuit, the simplest
being traditional S&H transfer represented in the dashed line
of Fig.4. Albeit simple, this approximation does not take into
account non-idealities when τ is too short. Using the known
resistor multiplication in (18), one can estimate that the
transfer function of Fig.4 should be equal to a low-pass with a
cut-off frequency given by ( Ts τ ) times the RC constant.
This second approach takes into account S&H non-ideality,
however sinc modulating effect gets lost. Although for the
particular example in Fig.4, the difference between the
continuous line and a plot of (18) would be hardly visible, an
exact approach should consider the sinc function, small τ ,
and aliasing effects. In [11], an exact transfer for the non-ideal
S&H was developed using the z-transform formalism. When
plotted, the result is the same as (22). In spite of being derived
in a more comprehensible way, the result in [11] can not be
easily adapted to other SCTFs like the analysis in this work.

B. Duty- cycle tuning of an active filter
Switched operation scales down the time constants of a
filter. This can be exploited, for example, to obtain large time
constants with integrated resistors, but also to adjust the
transfer function of a switched filter by means of the duty
cycle of a digital signal.
Fig.5 shows the topology of a low-pass Sallen-Key filter,
including switches to operate it as a SCTF. Note that during
hold time, the operational amplifier acts as a follower thus the
output is kept constant due to the voltage in C1. The
continuous-time transfer function H ( f ) of the filter is the
dashed line in Fig.6, and is the result of an AC analysis in
SPICE simulator, of the filter with both switches closed. The
switched filter behavior depends of the duty cycle of the
switching function m(t). The remaining curves and symbols in
Fig.6, show simulations of the switched transfer function
G SCTF ( f ) defined in (19) for different values of the duty
cycle of m(t ) (comparing a time-domain transient simulation
with the SCTF theory applied to the Sallen-Key filter). The
symbols in Fig.6 were not calculated using the SCTF
equations of Section II. Instead, for each frequency and duty
cycle, a SPICE transient analysis is performed. The amplitude
of the output of the SCTF is measured for each simulation,
and it corresponds to a single symbol in the plot of Fig.6. The

R2 =1MΩ
Ω

R1 =1MΩ
Ω

vOut (t )
C1 =50pF

v In (t )
C2 =50pF

Fig. 5. A switched Sallen-Key lowpass filter. Continuous-time 3db cut-off
frequency of the filter is aproximately 2kHz.

No switching
Duty = 50%
Duty = 25%
Duty = 10%
Duty = 2.5%

1.0

Filter Gain Magnitude

Fig.4 shows the measured and calculated output of a nonideal S&H built with a W/L = 100µm/5µm NMOS transistor
(measured RON = 3.9kΩ), and a 100nF capacitor, switched at

6

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

10

100

1k

10k

100k

Frequency [Hz]
Fig. 6. Simulation of the transfer function GSCTF(f) of the switched SallenKey filter while varying the duty cycle of the switching function m(t). The
dashed line is the continuous time transfer function. Symbols are the result of
a time domain simulation while continuous lines are obtained with SCTF
theory.

operational amplifier and switches were simulated for a
standard MOS 0.35µm technology. To demonstrate the
accuracy of the previously developed equations, the
continuous lines, which are the result of applying equations
(11) to (17) to the Sallen Key filter, are shown. It should be
highlighted that while each transient SPICE simulation takes a
couple of minutes to complete, SCTF equations take only a
few seconds to calculate the filter response over the full
frequency span. For the latter also the simulation setup is
simpler, just by changing a couple of equations in a computer
program.
As predicted by (18), the filter transfer is shifted in
frequency by the duty cycle of m(t). Note that it was possible
to implement an approximately 50Hz lowpass filter, using
resistors and capacitors small enough to be incorporated
within an integrated circuit.

C. A Gm-C chopper amplifier
For a non-chopped amplifier, input referred noise is a result
of power consumption and area constraints [12]:
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m(t)
2m(t)-1

VOut1

Gm2

C1

VIn

VOut

LPF

VOut2

Gm1

C2

m(t)*

vn (t )
Fig. 7. The proposed chopper amplifier.
2
≈
v nrms

A
B
,
+
g m W .L

(24)

where v n rms is the input rms noise voltage in the band of
interest, g m ,W , L are the input transistors transconductance,
width, and length respectively. A and B, are constants whose
value depend on circuit topology, frequency range, and
technology parameters. The first term in (24) is thermal noise
contribution, while the latter is associated to flicker noise. As
pointed in [12],[13] a low noise design requires: a large bias
current for a large g m to reduce thermal noise; and in a nonchopped amplifier a large transistor area W.L for flicker noise
reduction. Chopper amplifiers eliminate flicker noise by
modulating the input signal [8], which is demodulated back to
baseband after amplification. Amplifier’s non-idealities like
flicker noise and offset (represented as v n (t ) in Fig.7), are
modulated only once, thus pushed out of the band of interest.
Due to aliasing, thermal noise is not reduced by chopper
amplification [8].
In Fig.7, the proposed chopper amplifier is shown. The
input signal vIn (t ) ↔ VIn ( f ) is chopped at a frequency f ch
(period Tch = f ch−1 ) and then amplified on each phase through
two independent Gm-C low pass filters ( C1 = C 2 = C ). The
signals Vout1 , Vout 2 are further amplified by means of a lowpass filter (LPF) to remove residual frequency components
above the band of interest. VOut is the output signal. The
square waves m(t ) , m* (t ) switch the modulators. m* (t ) is
complementary to m(t ) ( m * (t ) = 1 − m(t ) ). The topology is a
modification of the chopper proposed in [14], but S&H output
is substituted by a current integration scheme embedded in the
self chopper, (the scheme has also been included in a general
chopper analysis in [15]). The circuit in Fig.7 is extremely
simple: it is composed of only two transconductors, two
capacitors, and an output LPF. Even Gm2 can be substituted by
a resistor, and the LPF is not strictly necessary.
Intermediate voltages VOut1, VOut 2 can be estimated
assuming that each one is the result of applying a switched
lowpass amplifier to the input voltage of the form:

G SLP ( f ) =

G m1
1
.
G m 2 [1 + j 2πf ⋅ 2C G m 2 ]

(25)

The factor 2 multiplying the capacitor value in (25) is the
result of SCTF operation at a 50% duty cycle. Because the
input signal vin is chopped, both branches are amplifying
roughly the same differential signal, but with opposite sign.
Their output is then subtracted, the result being

VOut ( f ) ≈ 2 ⋅ G SLP ( f )VIn ( f ) .

(26)

While the signal of interest is amplified in (26), noise and
offset voltage input v n is amplified with equal sign on each
branch and then subtracted. To guarantee a proper noise
cancellation, the hypothesis is that the signal vn (t ) does not
change too much from one phase to another of the chopper.
This is true for offset, and flicker noise (if f ch >> f ) but
unfortunately not in the case of thermal noise
T +Tch 2

where

∫

T

v th (t ).dt , and

T +Tch

∫v

th

(t ).dt

v th ,

are non-correlated. On

T +Tch 2

the other hand, the chopper in Fig.7 may contribute to reduce
equivalent input thermal noise at baseband, because the
continuous time gain is doubled in (26). If the output thermal
noise PSD in the case of a switched Gm-C, is twice that of the
non-switched Gm-C, then the input noise PSD is the same in
both cases. A lower output noise PSD, would mean a input
equivalent thermal noise reduction at circuit level, without
extra current consumption. Of course thermal noise reduction
under this hypothesis is hardly possible, and instead input
referred thermal noise is expected to increase. Thus, noise
overhead at the input should be calculated in the band of
interest. The previously derived SCTF theory will be used to
account for the impact of thermal noise in the circuit.
Nonetheless, due to its infinite-bandwidth nature, applying
(18) to white noise may produce misleading results. Instead,
thermal noise contribution should be calculated with (11)-(17)
on each switched Gm-C filter, substituting X ( f ) by a
constant PSD S n ( f ) . In Fig.8, the resulting normalized

output noise PSD is shown for a single chopped Gm-C (a
single branch in Fig.7), Gm1=1.7mS, Gm2=20µS, C=300pF.
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Also in Fig.8, separated X OutA , and X OutB PSDs are shown.

compared to X Out PSD result of Fig.8 (now dashed line).

Note that, X OutA , X OutB are highly correlated functions thus

Time-domain simulation is the result of applying the scheme
in Fig.7, to a white noise like random input signal. Both
curves in Fig.9 were obtained with programs in the same
computer language, the first simulation lasts 15 minutes while
the latter only 30 seconds to complete.
Another interesting experiment is as follows: suppose the
designer decides to reduce the working duty cycle of each
switched Gm-C to 10% instead of 50%. In this case m * (t ) in

the total output PSD is not the sum of individual ones. Instead,
both noise contributions were calculated at the same time, and
joint multiplied by the input noise PSD to achieve the proper
final result [5]. The result is that the total output noise PSD of
the single chopped Gm-C is two times that of the non-chopped
equivalent. Thus, in the band of interest, for both the chopper
of Fig.7, and a continuous time Gm-C, the input referred
thermal noise is the same, while the chopper of course, is free
of flicker noise. In theory, flicker noise is being removed at no
cost in thermal noise overhead or current consumption.
PSDs:
Xout
XoutA
XoutB

1.5

1.0

transistor’s gm is proportional to ID and input thermal noise
PSD becomes[11]:

0.5

S vth ( f ) ∝

0.0
-100k

-50k

0

50k

100k

Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 8. Normalized output noise of a chopped GmC amplifier (continuous
line). Normalized respect to the white noise output at low frequency of a
non-chopped GmC. XOutA (dashed) and XOutB (dots) components of noise
are highly correlated.

2.5

2.0

Normalized PSD

(18), the 3dB decay in (25) can be preserved just by changing
C1,C2, to a capacitor five times smaller. With a reduced duty
cycle, power-hungry Gm1 may be turned off during nearly
80% of the time when it is inactive and thus reduce power
consumption. Or even better, in an attempt to reduce thermal
noise while preserving constant power consumption, it is
possible to increase five times the Gm1 bias current to reduce
input thermal noise during the time it is turned on. Assuming
that the MOS transistors inside Gm1 are biased in weak
inversion to maximize their g m I D ratio [18], each

1
ID

(27)

The dependence in (27), allows the investigation of the impact
in thermal noise due to variations in the duty cycle of m(t ) ,
while preserving the bandwidth and the product I D ⋅ τ
constant. The result is shown in Fig.10. Unfortunately the
effect of aliasing compensates Gm1 thermal noise reduction,
and input noise remains near the same from 5% to 50% duty
cycle. As expected, it was not possible to reduce thermal noise
in the amplifier just by using circuit techniques.
The amplifier in Fig.7, simple but able to cancel offset and

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
10

100

1k

10k

100k

Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 9. Normalized output noise of proposed amplifier calculated using a
time-domain simulation (continuous line) and using the proposed
equations (dashed line).

To verify the accuracy of the SCTF approach, Fig.9 shows a
time-domain simulation of thermal noise (continuous line)

Normalized input referred noise

Normalized PSD

2.0

1
Fig.7 is defined as m* (t ) = m(t − τ ) , τ = 10
TCh . According to

1.4
1.2
1.0
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0.4
0.2
0.0
0
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Fig. 10. Theoretical input rms noise voltage in terms of duty cycle. Values
are normalized with a non-chopped filter noise.
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IBias
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M1b
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M2d

Fig. 11. Gm1 is a symmetrical OTA.

flicker noise, is particularly adequate for electro-neuro-graph
(ENG) signal recording [13],[17]. ENG signals range from a
few Hz to a few kHz and require an input referred noise of a
few nV Hz , and a high CMRR. To reduce flicker noise,
several of these circuits use the chopper amplifier technique
[16],[17]. But in general these circuits are implemented using
a band-pass amplifier inside the chopper, which increases
silicon area and circuit complexity. As pointed in [8] bandpass amplification helps to reduce residual offset in chopper
amplifiers. But ENG applications do not require extreme lowoffset; instead minimum area amplifiers are of interest to
applications involving multi-channel recording.
To demonstrate switched Gm-C chopper operation, a preamplifier circuit was designed based on the topology of Fig.7,
fabricated in a 1.5 µm CMOS technology, and tested. The
circuit is based in ENG specifications: it should amplify
signals with amplitudes greater than 1µVp in the band from
100 to 5 KHz. Low noise is critical, initially specified as less
than 5 nV Hz . Additionally, a high CMRR (~ 90dB) is
desired, and the gain of the pre-amplifier must be at least 50,
while further amplification may be obtained in successive
stages.
The major design difficulty is to obtain low noise, while
preserving a reduced area and low power consumption.
According to (24), lowest noise is achieved biasing input
transistors in weak inversion, because the g m I D ratio is the
largest [12],[18] (so thermal noise is the minimum at a given
current). Gm1 is shown in Fig.11, it is a standard symmetrical
OTA implemented using 8 transistors. To prioritize the
reduced area, the selected maximum value of W/L of each
transistor was 100. For this reason, the transistors finally
operate close to moderate inversion, resulting in a small noise
overhead.
The final circuit, used less than 0.04 mm2, including
modulators. A 3.4mA bias current was selected, large enough
to guarantee a thermal noise much lower than required. Gm2 in
Fig.7 was substituted by an integrated poly resistance of
62kΩ. The output capacitors were calculated to set the
lowpass pole at 5 kHz, and were implemented with two 300pF
double poly integrated capacitors, increasing the total area to 1
mm2. The nominal chopper frequency is 20 KHz. The nominal

preamplifier gain is 70.
The topology of Fig. 12, was used for circuit measurements.
In Fig.13, a plot of gain against frequency is presented. The
measured input offset of the amplifier was approximately
2.5µV, in four circuit samples, suggesting that this is a
systematic residual offset. A CMRR of 88 dB was measured.
Measured input noise was 1.13 nV Hz while no flicker noise
was observed at low frequencies. The circuit properly
operated up to 4V supply voltage, with a measured current
consumption of 3.4mA. A summary of the measured
characteristics, along with initial specifications is shown in
Table I.
It should be noted that if all the transistors in two low-noise
circuits of similar topology are assumed to operate in the same
inversion level (ideally in weak inversion), and the circuits
have the same supply voltage, the input referred thermal noise
voltage is related to power consumption in both circuits
(24),(27):

V n1
=
Vn 2

P2
,
P1

(28)

Fig. 12. Experimental setup for the measurement of the fabricated Gm-C
chopper. The instrumentation amplifier and lowpass filter were implemented
with discrete components.
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Fig. 13. Measured chopper gain against frequency.
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATION AND MEASURED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

[2]

FABRICATED CHOPPER AMPLIFIER

Parameter

Specifications

Measured value.

Gain
3 dB decay
Input Offset
Input Noise
CMRR
Supply Voltage
Power consumption

>50
5 KHz
-->5 nV/Hz-1/2
~90dB
5V
---

80
5 KHz
2.5µV
2 nV/Hz-1/2
88dB
4V minimum
28mW @ 5V

Transistor area

---

0.04 mm2

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

where Vn (measured in nV Hz ) is the noise voltage and P is
the power consumption. Equation (28) shows that to reduce
the noise voltage by a factor of, for example, 5, power
consumption has to increase by 25, and so on. The chopper
amplifier presented in this work is compared using (28) to
other high-performance amplifiers for ENG applications in
[13],[16],[17]. The result is that their noise against power
consumption efficiency is similar, thus switched operation of
the Gm-C does not degrade noise performance.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

IV. CONCLUSION
A set of equations have been introduced to examine generic
SCTFs in the frequency domain. The tool allows an exact
evaluation of the output of this kind of filters, as well as to
explore different design trade-offs. Particularly important is
that the impact of noise, the effect of aliasing, and a transfer
function definition, can be analyzed among other filter
properties.
Three different SCTF examples were presented: a non-ideal
S&H, an active Sallen-Key filter with duty-cycle tuning, and a
switched Gm-C chopper amplifier. For the latter example, a
very simple chopper amplifier intended for implantable ENG
applications was proposed, fabricated, and measured.
In all the examples, the previously developed SCTF theory
allowed a better understanding of circuit operation and
limitations, avoiding complex transient simulations. It should
be pointed that in comparison, time-domain simulations
required much more time and computer resources, and also
the SCTF approach required only minimal changes on a
computer program, to examine the widely different circuits
studied.
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Abstract—In this paper two different Gm-C chopper
amplifiers, aimed for signal amplification in implantable
devices are presented. The first one is a pre-amplifier for
ENG signals that was fabricated in a 1.5 µm technology.
Measurements of this amplifier showed input noise of 1.2
nVHz-1/2 and 2.5 µV offset with a power consumption of 28
mW. The second is a complete amplifier for EEG signals
designed in a 0.35 µm technology. This amplifier, currently
being fabricated, has 1 µVrms input noise in the 0.5 to 100 Hz
band, at only 1.2 µW of power consumption.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a considerable research
effort in the development of integrated amplifiers, with low
noise and low power consumption, for different biological
signals. These signals normally range form a few hertz to a
few kilohertz and require input noise voltage of a few
microvolt.
The main sources of electrical noise in the frequency
span of biological signals -apart from coupling noise- are
thermal and flicker noise of the circuit elements at the input
stage. For a MOS transistor, thermal noise current model is
in general not questioned its PSD being (the PSD of the
noise current in parallel with the transistor) [1]:

S i _ th ( f ) = γnk B Tg m

(1)

where k B is the Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute
temperature, g m is the transistor’s transconductance, n ≈ 1
is the slope factor, γ = 2, 8/3 in strong and weak inversion
respectively [1]. Integrating (1) in the frequency band of
interest in a continuous time amplifier, input referred noise
result in [1]:

v nrms ≈

A
A
=
⋅ ID
gm gm I D

(2)

Where v n rms is the input rms noise voltage in the band
of interest, gm is the input transistors transconductance, ID is
the drain current and A is a constant depending on
frequency range, and technology parameters. It can be seen

that to reduce thermal noise, the input transistors should
work in WI, maximizing gm/ID for a given ID.
To reduce flicker noise, several circuits use the chopper
amplifier technique [2,3]. In 1984, Oswald et al. [4]
proposed a simple CMOS chopper circuit, just by switching
input branches of a Miller-like amplifier. But CMOS
choppers have evolved since then to improve usual chopper
benchmarks: reduce offset, but also noise and power
consumption. A popular topology is the use of a band-pass
amplifier in between chopper modulators to reduce highfrequency spikes that introduce residual offset [5,6]. But
extra circuitry increases power consumption and circuit
complexity and so occupied area. In the case of biological
signal amplifiers, extreme low offset is not required thus a
better option is to return to a simpler chopper, able to
remove flicker noise but consuming less power. In this
paper, a chopped Gm-C filter is proposed, and two circuits
aimed to be used in implantable medical devices are
presented. The first one, is a pre-amplifier for ENG
(electroneurograph) signals, it was designed, fabricated in a
1.5 um technology and tested. The second one is a
complete amplifier for EEG (electroencephalogram)
signals, which was designed, simulated, and is currently
being fabricated in a 0.35 µm technology.
A.

Figure of merit
If the chopper amplifier is carefully designed, it is
possible to push most flicker noise energy out of the band
of interest. Regarding thermal noise, it appears useful to
define a figure of merit that allows comparing two different
low noise amplifiers. If all the transistors in two low noise
circuits of similar topology are assumed to operate in the
same inversion level (ideally WI), and the circuits have the
same supply voltage, the input referred noise voltage is
related to power consumption in both circuits:

v n1 ( f )
=
vn2 ( f )

P2
P1

(3)

Where vnx ( f ) = PSD [ nV Hz ] is the noise voltage
( vn ( f ) = vn in the case of thermal noise) and Px is the
power consumption of each circuit. Observing (3), it is
possible to define the following figure of merit:

Figure 1. Pre-Amplifier for ENG signals

(4)

A lower ζ indicates a more efficient low-noise circuit
for the task of amplifying signals at the minimum power
consumption.
II.

PRE-AMPLIFIER FOR ENG SIGNALS.

This circuit is intended to amplify ENG signals with
amplitudes greater than 1 µVp in the band from 100 to 5
KHz. Low noise is critical, and initially specified as less
than 5 nV
Hz Additionally gain of this first stage must
be at least 50, while further amplification is obtained in
successive stages. A high CMRR (~ 90dB) is expected.
Figure 1 shows the proposed Gm-C amplifier. The input
signal Vin is chopped and then amplified on each phase
through two independent Gm-C low pass filters. The
intermediate signals are further amplified by means of a
low-pass filter (LPF) to remove residual frequency
components above the band of interest. In this case all the
circuit was integrated except for the LPF, which is only
needed to provide a cleaner signal and increase gain. Both
Gm1 and Gm2 were implemented as symmetrical OTA as
shown in Figure 3.

The transfer function of the pre-amplifier is:

(5)
In Table 1, a summary of measured and simulated
results is presented, while in Figure 4 a frequency vs. gain
graphic is shown.
40

30
Gain (dB)

ζ = vn ⋅ P

20

Simulated
Measured
10
10

100

1000

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4. Pre-Amplifier Gain vs. Frequency

TABLE I.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Measured Results
Gain
Bandwidth
CMRR
Power
Consumption
Input rms reffered
noise (.5 to 100Hz)
Supply

Simulated

Measured

70

80

5 KHz

5 KHz

---

88 dB

---

28 mW

4 nV/Hz1/2

1,2 nV/Hz1/2

0.04 mm

Active area
Offset
Figure 3. Symmetrical OTA

Area

5V

5V
2

2.5 µV

--1 mm

2

Figure 2. Amplifier for ENG signal

A relatively low offset was obtained, despite the simple
topology used. Also most of the area was used to integrate
the capacitors, indicating that the performance of the
amplifier can be improved by enlarging input transistors,
with little impact in the occupied area.
In this first circuit consumption is still large but using
figure of merit in (4), for this amplifier,
ζ = 5.82nVHz −1 2 mW 1 2 , close to the reported values
[7]. The consumed power is high, and should be reduced in
further work.

the

III.

only 1.3 V [9]. This allows reducing noise by increasing ID
maintaining the same power consumption.
All the transistors in the Gm’s as well as the current
copiers were implemented using unitary transistors and
series-parallel association, to reduce mismatch [10].
The circuit is currently under fabrication in a 0.35 um
technology.

AMPLIFIER FOR EEG SIGNALS.

This application was designed for a different
biomedical application. In this case the same chopped GmC topology will be applied for the amplification of EEG
(electroencephalogram) signals. These signals range from 1
Hz to 100 Hz approximately. This time the full amplifier
was designed, not just the pre-amplifier as in the previous
section. Specifications for EEG include power consumption
of less than 3uW, 1.5µV of input referred noise, and a gain
of at least 40 dB.
The amplifier was designed with two stages, the first
one implemented with a chopped Gm-C similar to the
Figure 1, and the second stage is a non-chopped Gm-C
amplifier. Figure 2 shows the full circuit.
All the circuit was integrated with the exception of the
input RC filter which provides the low frequency cut-off.
Gm-2 and Gm-4 can be replaced by a resistor connected to
ground, with a value equal to the inverse of the Gm
transconductance. This required value(30 MΩ and 55 MΩ
respectively), is so huge that it cannot be integrated. The
three integrated capacitors were designed of a 30 pF value,
large enough to be connected to a FET input buffer at the
output for measurement purposes. All four Gms are
standard symmetrical OTA as shown in figure 3. Gm4 linear
range was further increased using linearization techniques
shown in Figure 5[8].
To reduce power consumption, without reducing the
bias current, Gm 1 and Gm 2 were designed to function at

Figure 5. OTA with extended linear range

Figure 6 shows the layout of the circuit; Figure 7 shows
the gain vs. frequency graph and Table 2 shows simulated
results.
The circuit is now being fabricated; predicted results show
−1 2
12
a figure of merit ζ = 3.5nVHz mW , that slightly
improves previous published results like [11].

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we show that simple Gm-C choppers can
be used for the amplification of biological signals in
medical implantable devices, obtaining a good trade-off
between power consumption and input noise. In a first
circuit we show some measured results supporting the
simple chopper approach in the case of ENG signals. In a
second design, a complete amplifier for EEG signals in
implantable devices is shown.
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